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Dear Patrons,


If you have any pictures of yourself or family receiving or mailing our books, feel free to send them to us so we can post them on our Facebook page.

Visit Eclipse, (http://bbm.nmstatelibrary.org/), our online system which is available 24/7. Our voicemail, (1-800-395-9144) will also take messages 24/7. You can also fax us at 505-476-7767.

**The best time to call us or email us with your order is between 6:30 a.m. - 8:00 a.m. to ensure your order goes out the same day. (Excluding weekends, orders will be processed next business day)**

Please put your name or ID # when filling out your requests to ensure your book order gets to you.

Date: ___________ Phone: ___________
ID#: P-__________ County: ___________
Name: ____________________________
Address: __________________________
Town: ____________________ Zip: ________
New Address ☐ New Patron ☐

Please send me the following:
No. ____________ No. ____________ No. ____________
No. ____________ No. ____________ No. ____________
No. ____________ No. ____________

(S) Indicates you will accept a substitute title. Number of adults _______ and children _______ served by this order. Please print clearly so your order will be filled accurately. You can also call us toll free at 1-800-395-9144 to place your order.
NEW MEXICO STATE LIBRARY
BOOKS BY MAIL

RURAL SERVICES

RURAL BOOKMOBILES:

**EAST** Phone: 575-461-1206
Tucumcari, NM 88401

Counties Served: Chaves, Curry, Eddy, Guadalupe, Lea, Lincoln, Otero, Quay, Roosevelt, San Miguel
https://www.facebook.com/NewMexicoStateLibraryRuralBookmobileEast

**WEST** Phone: 505-841-5250
Los Lunas, NM 87031

Counties Served: Catron, Cibola, Grant, Hidalgo, McKinley, Sierra, Socorro, Valencia
https://www.facebook.com/NewMexicoStateLibraryRuralBookmobileWest?ref=ts&fref=ts

**NORTHEAST** Ph: 575-376-2474
Cimarron, NM 87714

Counties Served: Colfax, Guadalupe, Harding, Mora, Rio Arriba, San Miguel, Sandoval, Taos, Union

Find all 3 bookmobiles on Facebook

Contact the Bookmobile headquarters in your area for the Bookmobile schedules or go online at [http://nmstatelibrary.org](http://nmstatelibrary.org) under the Direct & Rural Services tab, Rural Bookmobiles, to access them. Library for the Blind & Physically Handicapped provides audio material for the blind, reading disabled, physically handicapped and some homebound people. For more information about this program call **1-800-456-5515**.
# CATEGORY CODES

What is the 3 letter code at the beginning of each book description? These category codes will give you more specific information about the books that you are borrowing (Not every category will appear in each catalog). *Please Note: Previous Catalogs are still available to order from.

**Happy Reading!**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADV</td>
<td>Adventure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGY</td>
<td>Anthology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANI</td>
<td>Animals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANT</td>
<td>Antiques/Collectibles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ART</td>
<td>Art/Architecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUT</td>
<td>Automotive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIO</td>
<td>Biography/Autobiography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLI</td>
<td>African-American Interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUS</td>
<td>Business/Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAR</td>
<td>Career/Jobs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CKG</td>
<td>Cooking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COM</td>
<td>Computer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUR</td>
<td>Current Events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIT</td>
<td>Dictionary/Thesaurus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRA</td>
<td>Drama/Films/Plays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDU</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENV</td>
<td>Environmental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAM</td>
<td>Family/Marriage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAN</td>
<td>Fantasy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIC</td>
<td>General Fiction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIN</td>
<td>Investments/Personal Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAM</td>
<td>Games/Puzzles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAR</td>
<td>Gardening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRA</td>
<td>Graphic Novels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEA</td>
<td>Health/Diet/Exercise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIF</td>
<td>Historical Fiction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIS</td>
<td>History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMR</td>
<td>Home Repair/Decorating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOB</td>
<td>Hobbies/Crafts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOL</td>
<td>Holidays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOR</td>
<td>Horror</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUM</td>
<td>Humor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVE</td>
<td>Juvenile/Ages 5-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVI</td>
<td>Juvenile/Ages 8-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVP</td>
<td>Juvenile/Preschool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JYY</td>
<td>Juvenile/Ages 13-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAN</td>
<td>Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAT</td>
<td>Latin Fiction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIF</td>
<td>Lifestyle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIT</td>
<td>Literature/Classics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTC</td>
<td>Literature/Contemporary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MED</td>
<td>Medical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLC</td>
<td>Multi cultural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOT</td>
<td>Inspirational/Motivational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOV</td>
<td>Movie/TV Tie-In</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUS</td>
<td>Music/Dance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MYS</td>
<td>Mystery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAT</td>
<td>Nature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW</td>
<td>New Age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTV</td>
<td>Native American</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCC</td>
<td>Occult</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCF</td>
<td>Occult Fiction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAR</td>
<td>Parenting/Childbirth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHI</td>
<td>Philosophy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHO</td>
<td>Photography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POE</td>
<td>Poetry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POL</td>
<td>Politics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POP</td>
<td>Popular Culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDY</td>
<td>Psychology/Self Help</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REC</td>
<td>Recovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REF</td>
<td>Reference/General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REL</td>
<td>Religious</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFL</td>
<td>Reference/Foreign Languages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROM</td>
<td>Romance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCI</td>
<td>Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEX</td>
<td>Sexuality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFF</td>
<td>Science Fiction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOC</td>
<td>Sociology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPA</td>
<td>Spanish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPO</td>
<td>Sports/Recreation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUS</td>
<td>Suspense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW</td>
<td>Southwest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAX</td>
<td>Tax Preparation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRD</td>
<td>Travel/Domestic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRF</td>
<td>Travel/Foreign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRU</td>
<td>True Crime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WES</td>
<td>Western</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOM</td>
<td>Women’s Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XMS</td>
<td>Christmas</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Books By Mail Patron Comment Form**

*You can enclose this form in the bag with your book order. Any additional space needed can be used on a separate sheet of paper. Thank you for your time.*

Name: (Optional) ____________________________   ID#: (Optional) P- ___________

If anyone would like to share a story on how this service has helped you or your family, we would love to hear it. Any comment/suggestions?: ____________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________
**ADV**  Iron wolf
Brown, Dale  BK-0715
The first woman president of the United States is tested by a Russian invasion of Ukraine and Moldova that compels a previous U.S. president to organize a radical counterattack involving manned robot soldiers.

**ADV**  Make me
Child, Lee  LP-4700
LARGE PRINT. Why is this town called Mother's Rest? That's all Reacher wants to know. But no one will tell him. It's a tiny place hidden in a thousand square miles of wheat fields, with a railroad stop, and sullen and watchful people, and a worried woman named Michelle Chang, who mistakes him for someone else: her missing partner in a private investigation she thinks must have started small and then turned lethal.

Before long he's plunged into a desperate race through LA, Chicago, Phoenix, and San Francisco, and through the hidden parts of the internet, up against thugs and assassins every step of the way, right back to where he started, in Mother's Rest, where he must confront the worst nightmare he could imagine.

**ADV**  Havana storm
Cussler, Clive  LP-4714
LARGE PRINT. Investigating a toxic outbreak in the Caribbean Sea that is threatening the United States, Dirk Pitt is embroiled in a post-Castro power struggle for control of Cuba; while his children, Dirk Jr. and Summer, embark on a high-stakes treasure hunt.

**ADV**  Piranha
Cussler, Clive  BK-0683
In 1902, the volcano Mount Pelee erupts on the island of Martinique, wiping out an entire city and sinking a ship carrying a German scientist on the verge of an astonishing breakthrough. More than a century later, Juan Cabrillo will have to deal with that scientist’s legacy. During a covert operation, Cabrillo and the crew of the "Oregon" meticulously fake their own deaths but when an unknown adversary tracks them down anyway, they must struggle to fight back against an enemy who seems to be able to anticipate their every move.

**ADV**  The assassin
Cussler, Clive  BK-0684
Van Dorn private detective Isaac Bell is investigating John D. Rockefeller's Standard Oil monopoly, when a sniper begins murdering opponents of Standard Oil. The murders shootings, poisonings, staged accidents have just begun as Bell tracks his phantom-like criminal adversary across the U.S., to Russia's war-torn Baku oil fields on the Caspian Sea, and back to America for a final, desperate confrontation. And this one will be the most explosive of all.

**ANI**  Rescue road
Zheutlin, Peter  BK-0690
Describes the story of a man who travels to the rural South to rescue abused and abandoned dogs, and the families who have opened their hearts and homes to these neglected animals to finally give them a loving "forever home."

**ART**  The art of watercolor
Chow, Johnson Su-Sing  BK-0828
This book covers all the techniques you need to know to create beautiful watercolor paintings of people, landscapes, seascapes, still life, children, and even animals! In "The Art of Watercolor," you'll find information on all the essential watercolor fundamentals and special techniques, as well as in-depth explanations of more advanced concepts.

**ART**  Book of the bamboo
Dispenza, Joseph  BK-0579
The popularity of painting bamboo in monochrome ink began in the Sung Dynasty and continues to this day. It is a category of painting, landscape painting and birds and flower painting.

**ART**  The magical realism of Alyce Frank
Fauntleroy, Gussie  BK-0570
"The Magical Realism" of Alyce Frank features a painter who characterizes her own work as "Taos Expressionism."

**ART**  Joel Greene, New Mexico modernist
Fauntleroy, Gussie  BK-0570
Joel Greene has been called one of the most elegant of abstractionists. His work includes landscapes, still lifes, and figures. Though nature inspires him, his paintings come from memory and imagination. His work is in the collections of such museums as the University of New Mexico Museum of Art, the Harwood Foundation, among others.
ART ➤ Roxanne Swentzell
Fauntleroy, Gussie ➤ BK-0571
Showcases the work of the New Mexico American Indian sculptor, and explores the ideals and beliefs that underpin her work.

ART ➤ Howl
Flores-Turney, Camille ➤ BK-0572
A beautiful tribute to one of the most distinctive artists and sculptors in the contemporary Southwest.

ART ➤ Japanese ink painting
Okamoto, Naomi ➤ BK-0552
Influenced by Zen Buddhism and using only black ink, traditional Japanese ink painting emphasizes suggestion, simplicity and harmony. This guide ranges from material selection (from brushes to ink sticks) to the techniques involved. Tips on mounting and making a personal seal are included.

Biography/Autobiography

BIO ➤ Earnhardt nation
Busbee, Jay ➤ LP-4755
LARGE PRINT. It all started in the 1950’s with Ralph Earnhardt, who quit his job in a cotton mill to fulfill his dream of racing cars. His son, Dale Sr., followed in his father’s tire tracks, and, before his fateful crash, won seven cup championships, tying Richard Petty’s record for the most titles ever. Dale Jr., the third Earnhardt NASCAR champion, remains the circuit’s most popular driver, upholding the family’s heritage while struggling to become his own man.

BIO ➤ On my own
Diane Rehm ➤ LP-4760
LARGE PRINT. In a deeply personal and moving book, the beloved NPR radio hostess speaks out about the long drawn-out death (from Parkinson’s) of her husband of 54 years, and of her struggle to reconstruct her life without him.

BIO ➤ After the wind
Kasischke, Lou ➤ BK-0824
Near the top of Mount Everest, on 10 May 1996, eight climbers died. It was the worst tragedy in the mountain’s history. Lou Kasischke was there. Now he tells the harrowing story of what went wrong, as it has never been told before - including why the climbers were desperately late and out of time. His personal story, captured in the title AFTER THE WIND, tells about the intense moments near the top.

BIO ➤ Make ‘em laugh
Reynolds, Debbie ➤ LP-4702
LARGE PRINT. A light-hearted collection of anecdotes, stories, jokes and random musings by the Hollywood star and best-selling author shares insights into her celebrity friendships, headline-making divorce from Eddie Fisher and experiences as a mother.

BIO ➤ Miracles from Heaven
Wilson Beam, Christy ➤ BK-0580
Annabel Beam spent most of her childhood in and out of hospitals with a rare and incurable digestive disorder that prevented her from living a normal, healthy life. One sunny day when she was able to go outside and play with her sisters, she fell three stories headfirst into an old, hollowed-out tree. Implausibly, she survived without a scratch. While unconscious inside the tree, with rescue workers struggling to get to her, she visited heaven. After being released from the hospital, she defied science and had inexplicably recovered from her chronic ailment.

BIO ➤ Plain wisdom
Woodsmall, Cindy ➤ LP-4720
LARGE PRINT. Two friends from different worlds, one Old Order Amish, one Englischer, share the truths that bring them together.

Business/Economics

BUS ➤ Shark Tank secrets to success
Dudell, Michael Parrish ➤ BK-0801
Outlines strategic steps for applying the author’s philosophies to a working company, sharing practical tips and insightful anecdotes for approaching the challenges of daily business practices.

Cooking

CKG ➤ Cook it in cast iron ➤ BK-0622
A culinary celebration of the versatile cast-iron cookware and the wide range of dishes that it can prepare, from classic entrees and breakfasts to baked goods and surprising favorites.

CKG ➤ Pillsbury: the big book of more baking with refrigerated dough ➤ BK-0710
Pillsbury enthusiasts and time-strapped bakers will be wowed by 160 recipes, from appetizers to desserts, that use ready-to-use dough, making baking easy and fast.
The acid reflux escape plan: two weeks to heartburn relief

BK-0565

Break free from painful heartburn with The Acid Reflux Escape Plan, a practical 2-week meal plan that empowers you to control your symptoms with smart dietary choices. Unlike other acid reflux cookbooks, The Acid Reflux Escape Plan includes detailed shopping lists and over 100 low-acid, low-fat, GERD-friendly recipes that cut out aggravating triggers without sacrificing flavor or taste.

The total grilling manual

BK-0711

An all-inclusive grilling reference shares information for beginner through veteran grill cooks on topics ranging from equipment and fuels to rubs and sauces, providing tips and anecdotes from experts as well as numerous recipes.

Make it easy: 120 mix-and-match recipes to cook from scratch -- with smart store-bought shortcuts when you need them

Billis, Stacie BK-0803

The OneHungryMama.com blogger and recipe developer shares dozens of no-nonsense recipes for fast and nutritious family meals, identifying healthy store ingredients that can be blended for low-stress, satisfying results.

Pure juice: fresh & easy recipes

Cadji, Sarah BK-0591

A strategic guide to juicing explains how certain foods are better consumed at specific times of day to enable maximum health benefits, offering dozens of satisfying recipes for revitalizing morning juices, midday energy shots and restorative nutrient-dense evening drinks.

The six o'clock scramble meal planner

Goldfarb, Aviva BK-0623

Providing a streamlined system for fast and easy diabetes-friendly family meals, a cookbook author and family dinner advocate provides a vast array of delicious recipes that require 30-minutes or less to prepare, in a book that also includes shopping lists and meal plans.

Fix-it and forget-it baking with your slow cooker

Good, Phyllis BK-0587

Features over 150 delicious and fully tested recipes that can be made in a crock pot with minimal preparation, including cakes, muffins and cupcakes, quick breads, pizzas, quiches, pies, puddings, custards and granolas.

Gooseberry Patch everyday cakes, pies & cookies

Gooseberry Patch BK-0568

This mouthwatering collection features cakes, cupcakes, cookies, pies, bread puddings, frozen treats, and more. You'll find tried-and-true recipes for every occasion, from weeknight meals and bake sales to special get-togethers with friends.

Cooking solo

Miller, Klancy BK-0708

A stylish treasury of 100 recipes designed for single-diner meals eliminates the need for scaling down ingredients and includes such options as Tahitian Noodle Sandwich, Smoked Duck Breast Salad and Mackerel with lemon and capers.

The clever cookbook

Raffa, Emilie BK-0621

The founder of a popular, healthy comfort food blog, The Clever Carrot, offers delicious recipes that can be prepared quickly using clever shortcuts and tricks, including Smashed Chickpeas, Gratin with Brown Rice, Zucchini & Tomatoes and No-stir Risotto.

Recipes from many kitchens

Rice, Valentina BK-0592

A collection of favorite recipes from leading New York foodies shares a range of specialty chocolate, tea, condiment, pasta, sauce and other offerings from such elite producers as Pipsnacks, Schaller & Weber and the Brooklyn Roasting Company.

Dining at the Ravens

Stanford, Jeff BK-0709

The founders of The Ravens Restaurant at the Stafford Inn, the only vegan resort in the U.S. that has an on-site USDA certified organic garden, present more than 150 recipes, including ones for their most popular breakfast dishes, and share the charming history of their inn and restaurant, cooking tips, photos and more.
Drawing on his 25 years behind the butcher block, a third-generation master butcher who frequently appears on the Rachael Ray Show and Fox & Friends, gives readers the need-to-know information on meat grades, best values and common cuts for poultry, pork, lamb, veal and beef.

Putting a vegetarian twist on ramen, pho, bibimbap, dumplings and burrito bowls, this unique cookbook, capturing the full flavor of the popular one-bowl meals, shows readers how to make improvisational meals full of seasonal produce and herbs that can be made quickly and inexpensively.

This handy guide to New Mexico helps retirees all over the country who are looking for the perfect place to spend their golden years.

A unique and compassionate guide that offers an effective mindfulness-based dementia care (MBDC) program to help caregivers meet their own needs and lower stress levels while caring for their loved one.

Based on the hit Warner Bros. TV show Arrow, a first novel in the series follows billionaire Oliver Queen as he, after being marooned on a remote island for five years, returns home and assumes the secret identity of the Arrow to right the wrongs of his family and protect society from evil.

A birthday vacation to Arizona turns deadly for mated werewolves Charles and Anna, who discover that a dangerous Fae is replacing human children with simulacrums as part of a brewing war against humanity.

On the run from his former unit, and coded a threat that must be destroyed immediately, U.S. Navy SEAL Jim Schweitzer raised from the dead by the government, and his family must elude the enemy to save themselves, and the entire nation, from disaster.  

On the brink of war, two races, one that faces destruction and one that faces extinction, are set on a collision course that will decide the fates of their families, their people and their homes as a portal opens and connects the two worlds.

Putting a vegetarian twist on ramen, pho, bibimbap, dumplings and burrito bowls, this unique cookbook, capturing the full flavor of the popular one-bowl meals, shows readers how to make improvisational meals full of seasonal produce and herbs that can be made quickly and inexpensively.

On the brink of war, two races, one that faces destruction and one that faces extinction, are set on a collision course that will decide the fates of their families, their people and their homes as a portal opens and connects the two worlds.

A tale inspired by Lewis Carroll's beloved classic follows the experiences of Alice's friend, Ada, who, upon tumbling down the same rabbit hole, embarks on an odyssey to find and reclaim her friend from a surreal world.
When businessman Joel Byler gets himself into another financial bind, his eccentric, wealthy Amish father is done bailing out his spoiled son and wonders when Joel will learn he must pay for his own mistakes, and at what cost to his business, his fiancé, and his Amish siblings.

Adam Beachy's mother walked out on him and his family and away from the Amish faith. Now he balks at the idea of ever marrying and having a family of his own. But when tragedy strikes, Adam is suddenly a father figure to his three nieces and finds himself needing a wife. Despite their differences over her practice of reflexology, Leah Mast seems the best option to fill that role. Can they make it work in a modern-day marriage of convenience?

When Priscilla Herschberger faces a choice between childhood friend Elam from her Amish community and an outsider, Elam's attempts to persuade her soon run out of control.

Widower Eustace Byler, who stands out in his Amish community for his eccentricity and wealth, wonders if he can ever come to terms with his son's very different life choices.

At Elm Creek Manor, the week after Thanksgiving is "Quiltsgiving." Quilters gather for a special camp to make gifts for a charitable organization dedicated to providing handmade quilts and blankets to children in need. Each quilter pledges the strength of her creative gifts to alleviate the collective burden of neighbors, friends and family members. As the week unfolds, the quilters respond to Master Quilter Sylvia Bergstrom Compson Cooper's question, "Why do you give?" The answers to this question are as varied as the life experiences that drew them together.

After leaving his betrothed, Elly Sullivan, in 1855 Wisconsin to pursue a youth of recklessness, Bo Garrett returns to her years later born again and ready to make amends, but Elly is not so sure.
FIC  The Quaker and the rebel
Ellis, Mary  LP-4742
LARGE PRINT. Emily Harrison's life has been turned upside down. At the beginning of the Civil War, she bravely attempted to continue her parents' work as conductors in the Underground Railroad until their Ohio farm was sold in foreclosure. Now alone, she accepts a position as a governess with a doctor's family in slave-holding Virginia.

FIC  The total package
Evanovich, Stephanie  LP-4785
LARGE PRINT. Heartthrob star quarterback Tyson Palmer has a million-dollar arm and the promise of a Super Bowl ring. But football's biggest star is the ultimate comeback kid. After addiction derailed his career, Tyson recovered his talent and won back the fans.

FIC  The quieting
Fisher, Suzanne Woods  BK-0797
With the Amish church of Stoney Ridge facing a crisis, minister David Stoltzfus must decide if a Quieting will solve the problem, or make it worse.

FIC  A son's vow
Gray, Shelley Shepard  BK-0594
In the quaint Amish village of Charm, Ohio, each of the Kinsinger siblings is struggling to find both forgiveness and love in the face of tragedy.

FIC  Found
Gray, Shelley Shepard  LP-4782
LARGE PRINT. As the search for Perry Borntrager's killer continues, Jacob Shrock, who got into a fistfight with Perry, feels like his world is about to crumble, and he wonders if Deborah, Perry's sister, will believe what everyone seems to think is the truth or listen to her heart.

FIC  The protector
Gray, Shelley Shepard  LP-4732
LARGE PRINT. Ella, after being forced to auction off most of her late father's belongings, including her family's land, must find the courage to risk her heart when Loyal Weaver, the new owner of her family's old farmhouse, asks for her hand in marriage.

FIC  The search
Gray, Shelley Shepard  LP-4781
LARGE PRINT. When detective Luke Reynolds enters a Kentucky Amish community to investigate the mysterious death of Perry Borntrager, the case becomes complicated when he falls for the woman Perry had been courting before he disappeared.

FIC  The survivor
Gray, Shelley Shepard  LP-4733
LARGE PRINT. Mattie has faced more in her twenty-three years than she ever imagined possible. Having successfully battled cancer, she's ready to reenter the world with hopes for her future. But while she was in and out of hospitals, other Amish girls her age were courting and finding the men they would marry. The only man who's ever made her heart beat faster is Graham Weaver, her best friend, who has always been there to comfort her, in good times and bad. But cruel gossip is spreading, claiming that Graham's the father of the baby Jenna Yoder's carrying. Will Mattie's dreams be crushed?

FIC  Undetected
Henderson, Dee  LP-4739
LARGE PRINT. Researcher Gina Gray is on the verge of a breakthrough in sonar technology, and what she's told Navy Commander Mark Bishop is only the beginning.

FIC  Harvest of blessings
Hubbard, Charlotte  LP-4769
LARGE PRINT. The tranquil little town of Willow Ridge is facing a startling challenge. Wealthy Nora Glick Landwehr is determined to make it her home again, and put her past to rest. Cast out by her own family, Nora can't reconcile with Old Amish ways or her strict father. But she'll do anything to help her community embrace the future, and make amends to the daughter she had to give up.

FIC  Promise Lodge
Hubbard, Charlotte  BK-0733
In Promise Lodge, a place where faith's abiding promise can be fulfilled, energetic widow Mattie Bender works to help heal her son Noah's broken heart after his fiancée, Deborah, breaks off their engagement and is cast out of their Amish community.

FIC  Promise Lodge
Hubbard, Charlotte  LP-4783
LARGE PRINT. In Promise Lodge, a place where faith's abiding promise can be fulfilled, energetic widow Mattie Bender works to help heal her son Noah's broken heart after his fiancée, Deborah, breaks off their engagement and is cast out of their Amish community.

FIC  The opposite of everyone
Jackson, Joshilyn  LP-4753
LARGE PRINT. Paula Vauss spent the first decade of her life on the road with her free-spirited young mother, Kai, who told stories blending Hindu mythology with southern oral tradition to reinvent their history as they roved. But everything changed when Paula told a story of her own one that landed Kai in prison and Paula in foster care.
When Englisher Dale Wyeth comes to stay at Lucy Flaud's family farm to learn Amish ways, she is unexpectedly drawn to him, despite her having eschewed Amish courting activities years ago.

LARGE PRINT. When Englisher Dale Wyeth comes to stay at Lucy Flaud's family farm to learn Amish ways, she is unexpectedly drawn to him, despite her having eschewed Amish courting activities years ago.

When two sisters return home for a visit after leaving the Amish world, both are troubled by the secrets, and the people, they left behind.

LARGE PRINT. At a Pennsylvania abbey, an unlikely trio, Father Paul, the abbey's abbot; a former architect now working as a handyman and a divorced mom trying to make sense of the death of her young son, discover the answers they seek, a miracle of hope and understanding that bears witness to the power of God to bring healing and wholeness to our lives.

After a group of lingerie models are threatened, Ethan Brodie is brought on to protect them, and when one is murdered, he finds himself drawn closer to the breathtaking Valentine Hart, as he gets closer to the answers he needs to solve the crime.

At the center: a young woman who calls herself Bride, whose stunning blue-black skin is only one element of her beauty, her boldness and confidence, her success in life, but which caused her light-skinned mother to deny her even the simplest forms of love.

A mid-20th-century neuroscientist shares a decades long relationship with a famous amnesiac, making discoveries about the labyrinthine mysteries of the brain while gradually falling in love with him.

When an embittered elderly local is accused of poisoning a trout stream on the property of a nearby resort, Les and Becky are plunged into deep and dangerous waters, forced to navigate currents of disillusionment and betrayal that will force them to question themselves and test their tentative bond and threaten to carry them over the edge.

As a professional house-sitter and freelance writer, nothing ties Lila Emerson down, not her work, not a home, and definitely not a relationship. But when she witnesses a possible murder-suicide from her current apartment-sitting job, life as Lila knows it takes a dramatic turn.

Shelby Foxworth lost her husband. Then she lost her illusions. The man who took her from Tennessee to an exclusive Philadelphia suburb left her in crippling debt. He was an adulterer and a liar, and when Shelby tracks down his safe-deposit box, she finds multiple IDs. The man she loved wasn't just dead. He never really existed.

In 1930s Kansas, after her husband dies, Neva Shilling swallows her pride when she decides to take in the three children from a secret second wife she never knew her husband had.

Returning home after an overseas mission goes wrong, Army Special Forces officer Jacob Kincaid, determined to start over at his secluded lakeside cabin in Cedar Ridge, Colorado, instead finds his life complicated by Sophie Marren, whom he discovers living in a boat at his dock.

While helping his mother run her upscale bed and breakfast, congressional hopeful Miles McAlister falls in love with the Inn's enigmatic, yet beautiful, cook who is hiding a dark secret that could destroy his career and force him to make one of the hardest decisions of his life.
FIC ➢ Blue
Steel, Danielle        LP-4750

LARGE PRINT. Ginny Carter was once a rising star in TV news, married to a top anchorman, with a three-year-old son and a full and happy life in Beverly Hills, until her whole world dissolved in a single instant on the freeway two days before Christmas. In the aftermath, she pieces her life back together and tries to find meaning in her existence as a human rights worker in the worst areas around the globe. Then, on the anniversary of the fateful accident, and wrestling with the lure of death herself, she meets a boy who will cause her life to change forever yet again.

FIC ➢ Precious gifts
Steel, Danielle        LP-4710

LARGE PRINT. An unfaithful husband with three daughters rendered suspicious of men leaves at his death bequests that enable them to realize their dreams, freeing his former wife to embrace an unexpected future.

FIC ➢ Property of a noble woman
Steel, Danielle        LP-4791

LARGE PRINT. The discovery of a cache of letters, photos and jewels in an abandoned safe deposit box brings together several unlikely people who investigate the mysterious disappearance of a beautiful young countess 75 years earlier.

FIC ➢ Need you now
Wiseman, Beth          LP-4748

LARGE PRINT. When big-city life threatens the safety of one of their three teenagers, Brad and Darlene Henderson move the family to tiny Round Top, Texas. The adjustment is difficult for the kids, and when Darlene takes an outside job for the first time, tension rises. The widowed father of one of her students is paying too much attention to her. Trouble is, Darlene feels like someone is listening to her for the first time in a long time. If Darlene ever needed God, it's now.

FIC ➢ The promise
Wiseman, Beth          LP-4746

LARGE PRINT. Mallory Hammond is determined not to let her boyfriend, parents, or anyone else get in the way of her goal to save a life. She had that chance when she was a teenager, and the opportunity slipped away, leaving a void she's desperate to fill. Then a new friend she met online offers her the chance she has dreamed of. But she'll have to leave behind everyone she loves to take it.

FIC ➢ A little life
Yanagihara, Hanya      BK-0675

A tragic and transcendent hymn to brotherly love, a masterful depiction of heartbreak, and a dark examination of the tyranny of memory and the limits of human endurance.
In 1844, shy Missouri belle Julia Dent met Lieutenant Ulysses S. Grant, brilliant horseman and reluctant soldier. The two fell deeply in love, but Grant's abolitionist family refused to attend their wedding. For despite her husband's objections, Julia kept as her slave another Julia, known as Jule. Since childhood they had been companions and confidantes. Julia was gifted with prophetic dreams, which Jule helped her interpret; Julia secretly taught Jule to read, while Jule became her vision-impaired mistress's eyes to the world.

Struggling with a meager existence on a Prohibition-era farm in Southern California and devastated by the losses of four of her children to a wasting disease, Rosa flees with her surviving children after a shattering act of violence.

A carefully researched tale based on thousands of original sources imagines the experiences of third American President's daughter Patsy, who while accompanying her father to Paris struggles with his past affair with a slave and falls in love with his protégé against a backdrop of a growing revolution.

After Margherita's father steals parsley from the walled garden of the courtesan Selena Leonelli, he is threatened with having both hands cut off, unless he and his wife relinquish their precious little girl. Selena is the famous red-haired muse of the artist Tiziano, first painted by him in 1512 and still inspiring him at the time of his death. She is at the center of Renaissance life in Venice, a world of beauty and danger, seduction and betrayal, love and superstition. Locked away in a tower, Margherita sings in the hope that someone will hear her. One day, a young man does.

The year is 1823, and the trappers of the Rocky Mountain Fur Company live a brutal frontier life. Trapping beaver, they contend daily with the threat of Indian tribes turned warlike over the white men's encroachment on their land, and other prairie foes, like the unforgiving landscape and its creatures. Hugh Glass is among the Company's finest men, an experienced frontiersman and an expert tracker. But when a scouting mission puts him face-to-face with a grizzly bear, he is viciously mauled and not expected to survive. The Company's captain dispatches two of his men to stay behind and tend to Glass before he dies, and to give him the respect of a proper burial. When the two men abandon him instead, taking his only means of protecting himself, including his precious gun and hatchet, with them, Glass is driven to survive by one desire: revenge.

The latest New Testament scholarship to chronicle the life of Jesus Christ, from his early years, through his ministry, through his final days, crucifixion, resurrection and ascent to heaven, in the novel that inspired the film set to be released in March 2016.

Arriving in the 1914 village of Rye, England, Beatrice Nash, a young woman of good family, becomes a first female teacher of Latin at the local school and falls in love with her sponsor's nephew.
In 1788 three men converge in the southern woods of what is now Alabama: Cat, an emotionally scarred white man; Bob, a garrulous black man fleeing slavery; and Istillicha, who seeks retribution after being edged out of his Creek town’s leadership. In the few days they spend together, the makeshift trio commits a shocking murder that soon has the forces of the law bearing down upon them. Sent to pick up their trail, a probing French tracker named Le Clerc must decide which has a greater claim: swift justice or his own curiosity about how three such disparate, desperate men could act in unison.

A re-imagining of the career of Tinsel Town star Loretta Young traces the decades she shared with her former nun assistant, from her early screen successes through the scandals and obstacles that tested their bond.

The great cowboy phenomenon of the American West began with the Spanish exploration and settlement of New Mexico more than 400 years ago. "Enduring Cowboys" explores the advent of the vaquero in sixteenth-century New Mexico and continues through the years to the authentic working cowboy of today. Essays by some of the state's most knowledgeable writers examine many issues confronting the contemporary cowboy, including environmentalism, technology, and economics and the threats they pose to the historically entrenched cowboy lifestyle.

Traces the sources of American culture's obsession with predicting and preparing for the apocalypse. Author Anthony Aveni explores why Americans take millennial claims seriously, where and how end-of-the-world predictions of the past.

The co-author of the best-selling "I am Malala" examines how the might of NATO, with 48 countries and 140,000 troops on the ground, has yet to defeat the group of religious students and farmers known as the Taliban and its allies in Afghanistan.

The anchor of The O'Reilly Factor recounts in gripping detail the brutal murder of John Fitzgerald Kennedy, and how a sequence of gunshots on a Dallas afternoon not only killed a beloved president but also sent the nation into the cataclysmic division of the Vietnam War and its culture-changing aftermath.

Presents nine case studies as well as tips for renovating, upgrading and saving thousands of dollars a year by moving into a single-wide mobile home that will reduce your debt and minimize your carbon footprint while still owning a home.

An herbalist, aromatherapist and expert in natural body care provides 75 easy instructions for making safe and effective bug repellents from all-natural ingredients for every member of your household, from children to pets.

Discover how to prepare for unwelcome surprises as well as how to handle them when they inevitably happen. With high-quality design, intricate detail.

Over 500 royalty-free motifs reproduced from finest Victorian source, classified according to type. Wide variety of flowers, greenery, sprays, butterflies, owls, insects, and more. Large and small motifs as well as borders.

The author shares projects for 10 small, useful items, from a tablet purse to summer slippers, each with full-size patterns, in a book that encourages eclectic fabric pairing and includes a dictionary of 60 embroidery and beading stitches, a foundation piecing primer and stitch maps.
**HOB** Kaffe Fassett's brilliant little patchwork cushions and pillows
Fassett, Kaffe  
BK-0625
Each of these 20 pillow projects made with colorful fabrics features step-by-step instructions, information on sewing, patchwork patterns and guidance on both color and cutting.

**HOB** Start making!
Martin, Danielle  
BK-0567
Start Making! is a program developed by the Clubhouse Network to engage young people all over the world in Maker-inspired activities. With this guide, you will discover how to plan and coordinate Start Making! projects in your home, school, library, community center, after-school club, or makerspace. You'll learn strategies for engaging young people in creative thinking, developing individual and team projects, and sharing and reflecting on their creations.

**HOB** Crafting with nature
Renea, Amy  
BK-0712
The founder and photographer of "A nest for all seasons," a gardening and DIY craft blog, presents a unique and practical step-by-step guide to growing, gathering and transforming plants and other natural materials into beautiful and useful crafts.

**HOB** The ultimate guide to machine quilting
Walters, Angela  
BK-0757
A long-arm quilting expert and a home-sewing-machine specialist team up to provide the ultimate guide to machine quilting, in a book that includes 10 patterns, a range of designs and plenty of tips and tricks.

---

**HUM** Grace & style
Helbig, Grace  
BK-0629
A visual, tongue-in-cheek style guide lampoons traditional fashion and beauty primers while offering practical advice in the Grace's Guide comedienne's trademark irreverent voice.

**HUM** Be frank with me
Johnson, Julia Claiborne  
LP-4758
LARGE PRINT. After falling prey to a Ponzi scheme, reclusive literary legend M.M. "Mimi" Banning must write a new book for the first time in decades, and to ensure the timely delivery of her manuscript, her publisher sends an assistant to monitor her progress. When Alice Whitley arrives at the Banning mansion, she's put to work as a full-time companion to Frank, the writer's eccentric nine-year-old. As she slowly gets to know Frank, Alice becomes consumed with finding out who Frank's father is.

**HUM** Ol' Slim's views from the front porch
Randles, Slim  
BK-0576
When the weight of the world becomes too much for those living in the cities, there is hope. It is Ol' Slim's Views from the Porch, a monumental expenditure of words and artwork that has graced the pages of New Mexico Magazine since Tilly had pups. With Grem Lee's accompanying illustrations, Slim Randles' column has been introduced into homes across the country, bringing with it a plethora of punditry and a wonderment of wisdom.

---

**JVE** Sophie the silkworm
Johnson, Rebecca  
BK-0609
Readers will follow Sophie the silkworm as she spins the story of her magnificent metamorphosis. Sophie's character is at once whimsical and relatable, sparking readers interest about her life cycle and role in her ecosystem.

**JVE** Space justice
King, Trey  
BK-0612
When super-villains from outer space threaten to steal the world's toys, it is up to DC Comics' greatest super heroes to save the day! But can Wonder Woman, Supergirl, and Batgirl defeat the evil aliens without a good plan? Or, will they be defeated before naptime?

**JVE** Raccoons after dark
O'Shaughnessy, Ruth  
BK-0605
Many people think of raccoons as adorable little bandits or pests that rummage through their trash, and they are, but they are also much more interesting.

**JVE** Snakes after dark
O'Shaughnessy, Ruth  
BK-0604
You hear a hiss in the grass or a rattling in the rocks, you know a snake is near. But which snakes are venomous? How do they kill their prey? Where do they live? Learn all about snakes and their habits so you'll be prepared should you cross paths with one of these slithering reptiles!

**JVE** Clay modeling
Reynolds, Toby  
BK-0608
This book introduces readers to the world of clay modeling and provides step-by-step instructions for fun models, such as penguins, robots, monsters, and trains. Age-appropriate and straightforward text is paired with photographs of each step of the modeling process to give readers a clear sense of each crafts process and goal. The book begins with a list of materials for readers to collect, including clay, modeling tools, cutlery, and other household items.
JVI ➤ The diamond of Darkhold
DuPrau, Jeanne  BK-0689
When a roamer trades them an ancient book with only a few
pages remaining, Lina and Doon return to Ember to seek the
machine the book seems to describe in hopes that it will get
their new community, Sparks, through the winter.

JVI ➤ Outlaws and sheriffs
Kovacs, Vic  BK-0611
Readers will love this high-interest book that focuses on the
real-life outlaws and sheriffs that lived in the Wild West.
They'll learn about the most notorious outlaws, including Jesse
James and Billy the Kid, as well as famous lawmen and
sheriffs, including Wild Bill Hickok and Wyatt Earp.

JVI ➤ A long walk to water
Park, Linda Sue  BK-0615
From a Newbery Medalist comes a mesmerizing novel based
on a true story. "A Long Walk to Water" begins as two stories,
told in alternating sections, about a girl in Sudan in 2008 and a

JVI ➤ House of robots
Patterson, James  BK-0616
Fifth-grader Sammy Hayes-Rodriguez's mother requires him
to take her latest invention, a robotic 'brother,' to school with
him.

JVI ➤ I can make musical instruments
Reid, Emily  BK-0607
Readers follow a series of step-by-step instructions to create
their own musical instruments, such as bongo drums,
tambourines, and guitars. Each step is presented to readers
through clear text and detailed photographs. Accessible
language and a colorful design help replicate the feeling of a
maker space, a place of creativity where people learn together.

JVI ➤ I can make toys
Reid, Emily  BK-0606
Readers learn to make their own jet gliders, sailboats, sock
puppets, and other toys with each turn of the page. Simple,
step-by-step instructions guide readers through the process of
making these creative toys and games.

JVI ➤ Wagon trains heading west
Stuckey, Rachel  BK-0610
This book captures the excitement and hardship of settlers
heading to the Wild West on wagon trains. Readers will
delight in learning about the caravans of wagons that made
their way through unsettled and wild land to make it to a place
of new beginnings. This book describes the ways people
prepared for their journeys on wagon trains, as well as what
life was like on the trail.

JVP ➤ Live and let fly
Evans, Cordelia  BK-0600
Stoick is suspicious that Alvin the Treacherous is planning to
attack Berk. In order to keep everyone safe, he has banned
dragon flying! But Hiccup isn't sure that banning flying is the
best way to protect everyone. He thinks they should all be
flying to keep a lookout for Alvin! So Hiccup forms a Dragon
Flight Club with his friends at the Dragon Academy but will
he be able to keep it a secret from his father?

JVP ➤ Beebear board
Follett, Ross C.  BK-0596
A bee and a bear are friends. Their everyday adventures are
fun to read and fun to see.

JVP ➤ Red pandas
Marsh, Laura F.  BK-0603
Provides information about red pandas, including their diet,
life cycle, physical characteristics, behaviors, and habitat.

JVP ➤ Berryella and Prince Berry Charming
Matheis, Mickie  BK-0602
The girls of Berry Bitty City are putting on a play! It's the
Berrykins' favorite story: Berryella and Prince Berry
Charming. Huckleberry Pie has agreed to play the role of the
prince. The girls are excited, until they realize that Huck
doesn't know how to act, sing, or dance! Can Strawberry,
Huck, and the rest of the cast pull the show together in time?

JVP ➤ Jessie's island
McFarlane, Sheryl  BK-0597
Jessie writes a letter to her city-dwelling cousin Thomas,
inviting him to explore the beauty her island home has to
offer.

JVP ➤ A friend, indeed
Pendergrass, Daphne  BK-0601
After falling for the little red-haired girl, Charlie Brown finds
out what friendship and love are all about.

JVP ➤ Moose and sheep cook and eat
Seedat, Mariam  BK-0599
Sheep is supposed to help Moose make lunch for the queen,
but takes a nap instead.

JVP ➤ Stella the smart snail
Seedat, Mariam  BK-0598
When Stella the snail accidentally sits on a snake, she must
quickly divert his attention to something else.
JVY Girl last seen
Anastasiu, Heather

Lauren DeSanto's best friend and bandmate goes missing and she's the prime suspect. Lauren must unravel her friend's tangled life to uncover the truth and clear her own name.

JVY All fall down
Carter, Ally

There are many powerful people along Embassy Row who want Grace to block out all her unpretty thoughts. But Grace won't stop until she finds out who killed her mother and makes the killer pay.

JVY I was here
Forman, Gayle

When her best friend Meg drinks a bottle of industrial-strength cleaner alone in a motel room, Cody is understandably shocked and devastated. She and Meg shared everything so how was there no warning? But when Cody travels to Meg’s college town to pack up the belongings left behind, she discovers that there’s a lot that Meg never told her. About her old roommates, the sort of people Cody never would have met in her dead-end small town in Washington. About Ben McAllister, the boy with a guitar and a sneer, and some secrets of his own. And about an encrypted computer file that Cody can’t open until she does, and suddenly everything Cody thought she knew about her best friend’s death gets thrown into question.

JVY To all the boys I've loved before
Han, Jenny

Lara Jean writes love letters to all the boys she has loved and then hides them in a hatbox until one day those letters are accidentally sent.

JVY The start of me and you
Lord, Emery

It's been a year since it happened, when Paige Hancock's first boyfriend died in an accident. After shutting out the world for two years, Paige is finally ready for a second chance at high school, and she has a plan.

JVY The last days of Jesus
O'Reilly, Bill

Two thousand years ago, Jesus walked across Galilee; everywhere he traveled he gained followers. His contemporaries are familiar historical figures: Julius Caesar, Caesar Augustus, Herod the Great, Pontius Pilate. It was an era of oppression, when every man, woman, and child answered to the brutal rule of Rome. In this world, Jesus lived, and in this volatile political and historical context, Jesus died, and changed the world forever. The Last Days of Jesus is a riveting, fact-based account of the life and times of Jesus.

(Gardening)

GAR Better Homes and Gardens March 2016
Better Homes and Gardens

Fall in love with color! Brighten up inside and out; Our palette of the year; Pick color like a pro; Easy dinner tonight; Boozy root beer floats.

GAR Better Homes and Gardens April 2016
Better Homes and Gardens

Garden issue: it’s time to plant; Fresh start: tiny tomatoes, big flavor, veggies in pots, bee-friendly gardening; Nature-inspired makeover; World’s best carrot cake; Wake up easier.

GAR Better Homes and Gardens May 2016
Better Homes and Gardens

Fresh & delicious! 39 recipes to bring everyone to the table; The dinner report: what we’re eating now; Spoil mom for a day; Plus: showstopping meringue desserts.

GAR Better Homes and Gardens June 2016
Better Homes and Gardens

Hot eats! Cooking with fire; Celebrate summer! Easy parties for a couple or a crowd; Create a backyard retreat; Plus 78 ways to make the most of summer.

(Health/Diet/Exercise)

HEA Prevention March 2016
Prevention Magazine

The real food issue; Eat for a flat belly: 28 carbs that melt fat (yes, it’s true); 100 best clean foods; Get your waist back in 10 minutes a day!

HEA Prevention April 2016
Prevention Magazine

Live to 95! Be happy; Youthful skin at 40+: get your glow back; Natural sleep secrets: try them tonight!; No more diets! Eat clean, stay lean: “how I lost 40 pounds”; Sexy legs and butt in 10 minutes a day; 7 amazing breakfasts under 400 calories; Plus the perfect smoothie.

HEA Prevention May 2016
Prevention Magazine

Trim your waist fast: lose weight, feel amazing, drop 12 pounds in 21 days; Eat to avoid Alzheimer’s; Natural allergy relief; Low sex drive? 9 answers you need tonight; Plus: the simple headache solution.

HEA Prevention June 2016
Prevention Magazine

Lose your belly in 10 min a day!; 8 weeks to a younger you: feel better, look better; 12 best walking shoes; The new solution for erasing wrinkles; Drop 10 lbs this summer; Plus: protect yourself from nasty germs.
HEA ➔ Prevention Magazine July 2016
Prevention Magazine BK-0834
Renew your body at 40+, lose weight! Keep it off!; Natural cures for acid reflux, migraines, hip pain; 9 quick & healthy recipes; The remedy for sexless marriages; The 10 second anxiety fix.

(History)

HIS ➔ Smithsonian Magazine March 2016
Smithsonian Magazine BK-0508
The Snow Leopard’s vanishing act; Crisis archaeology: fighting to rescue cultural treasures in Syria and Iraq; Free state of Jones: the true story of the Mississippi county that defied the Confederacy; Borneo’s last Nomads: an ancient way of life in an extraordinary rainforest falls to the ax; Rise of the machine: hacking an Apple I, the computer that changed everything.

HIS ➔ Smithsonian Magazine April 2016
Smithsonian Magazine BK-0523
Invisible kingdom: exploring the newly discovered empire that ruled Cambodia before Angkor Wat; Evolution in America: experience the scope monkey trial for yourself, worship at the sistine chapel of evolution, see where dinosaurs met their match; Candid camera for Africa’s animals; The deadly mating dance of the black holes; Unbuttoning the influence of the zoot suit.

HIS ➔ Smithsonian Magazine June 2016
Smithsonian Magazine BK-0544
The last mosquito? New technology gives us the power to wipe out mankind’s deadliest enemy. Should we use it?; Buried treasures: digging under Mexico’s plumed serpent pyramid; Defending the elephant: commandos fight for African wildlife; Walking on water: Christo’s new masterpiece, wrapping an Italian lake; Blood in the clouds: the most treacherous battle of World War I.

(Lifestyle)

HMR ➔ The mother earth news April/May 2016
Mother Earth News Magazine BK-0514
Start a vegetable garden; Grow backyard strawberries in any climate; 5 delicious wild greens; Solar energy myths debunked; Build your own utility knife; How to test your garden soil; 3 root crops you should be growing; Grow and make herbal medicine.

HMR ➔ The mother earth news June/July 2016
Mother Earth News Magazine BK-0538
Become more self-sufficient: preserve food off-grid; Control weeds without chemicals; Roundup’s long-term health effects; Peas & mint in your kitchen and garden; Simple pallet projects; Learn to fish; Tiny homes that travel; Boost your flock’s Omega-3’s; Advice on removing bees.

HMR ➔ Sunset Magazine March 2016
Sunset Magazine BK-0502
Hello color! Find your perfect palette; Design a daring succulent container combo; Easy spring brunch ideas; A modern guide to Mexico City; Actress Malin Akerman at home in Los Angeles.

HMR ➔ Sunset Magazine April 2016
Sunset Magazine BK-0513
Get ready for a spring refresh! 108 ways to do everything better; Add a pop of color for curb appeal; Decorate your bookshelves; Bake a wow-worthy cake; Live large in a small yard; Napa Valley’s new road trip.

HMR ➔ Sunset Magazine May 2016
Sunset Magazine BK-0526
Countdown to summer!; Plant the ultimate raised bed; Pool parties; Beach getaways; Backyard retreats; Music festivals; Beauty mogul Josie Maran in L.A.; Camp cooking for beginners.

HMR ➔ Sunset Magazine June 2016
Sunset Magazine BK-0537
Introducing Firstleaf: a revolutionary way to enjoy wine; Cooking at home with West’s best chefs; Stone-fruit salsa; Herbs: from garden to table.

HMR ➔ Sunset Magazine July 2016
Sunset Magazine BK-0833
18 epic outdoor adventures, camp in style in Arizona, Oregon, Big Sur & more; All-ages edible garden; Summer popsicles for grown-ups; no-fail backyard BBQ.

LIF ➔ People Magazine February 15, 2016
People Magazine BK-0500
Only in People: a rebel Duggar tells all! ‘I play by my own rules’. The famous megafamily’s cousin Amy reveals everything about growing up Duggar, surviving the scandals and her wild & sexy newlywed life; Inside Leo DiCaprio’s life now; True crime: Manson’s women, where are they now?; Kate Hudson: how I got my best body ever!

LIF ➔ People Magazine February 17, 2016
People Magazine BK-0506
Award season special: The year’s hottest red carpet looks!; 306 amazing photos; Best dresses!; Biggest fashion & beauty trends.

LIF ➔ People Magazine February 22, 2016
People Magazine BK-0504
The People interview: Ryan Reynolds, sexiest dad alive! His little girl’s first words, his life with Blake Lively, the Deadpool star opens up about his new world; Exclusive! Teresa Giudice: how I survived my prison nightmare; Amazing women of Oscar 2016; Tragedy: a news anchor’s suicide, on live TV.
People Magazine February 29, 2016
People Magazine BK-0507
Jennifer Garner: how she’s moving on. She’s happy again, friends say, and making a new life for herself, while still taking family vacations with ex Ben Affleck. Inside her complicated new world; Bachelorette Exclusive! Kaitlyn & Shawn: fun, fights & wedding drama!; Meet Ashley Graham! Sports Illustrated’s size-16 swimsuit model; PTA President terrorized by school parents; ‘$53 million in personal debt’, the truth about Kanye’s shocking claim.

People Magazine March 7, 2016
People Magazine BK-0510
Never before seen photos! Elizabeth Taylor, her hidden life: intimate secrets from a surprising new book; Bachelorette exclusive: Emily Maynard, love at last, after tragedy & an overdose; Kim in crisis: standing by Kanye; My hunt for a serial killer: exclusive: one woman’s crusade to track down the Grim Sleeper.

People Magazine March 14, 2016
People Magazine BK-0511
Blake & Gwen: their untold love story, how Hollywood’s most surprising couple are changing for each other and planning for the future; Leo’s amazing journey: ‘I feel blessed’ 54 pages of Oscar gowns, parties & exclusive photos; Surrogacy nightmare: the shocking battle over newborn triplets.

People Magazine March 21, 2016
People Magazine BK-0516
Nancy Reagan, 1921-2016: the Reagans’ great American love story, from Hollywood to the White House, inside their extraordinary journey and 52-year marriage; The Duggar kids: they finally speak out about healing, forgiving & their lives now; Exclusive excerpt: Padma’s juicy new memoir!

People Magazine March 28, 2016
People Magazine BK-0517
The Bachelor exclusive! ‘She always was the one’ why Ben said ‘I love you’ to someone else, and how Lauren forgave him, the decision he regrets most, their plans to wed (soon!); Reese! 40 & fab!; Ben Affleck: how he’s staying friends with Jen; Nia Vardalos, the “My big fat Greek wedding 2” star: my emotional journey to adopt a child; ‘My daughter saw Heaven’, one mom’s amazing story.

People Magazine April 4, 2016
People Magazine BK-0520
Princess Kate, following in Diana’s footsteps: Princess Kate opens up about her little girl Charlotte Elizabeth Diana, and carries on the most loving traditions of William’s mom; Hayden Panettiere: how I beat postpartum depression; Exclusive: Kim Richards, my struggle with alcohol; Country special, Luke & Dierks!

People Magazine April 11, 2016
People Magazine BK-0521
Special Report: who is the real Donald Trump? He’s volatile, savvy and some say scary. People talks to friends and foes, and Trump himself, about the candidate who’s exposing America’s deepest divides, plus how he really feels about women; Garry Shandling: 1949-2016; We survived the Brussels attacks: stories of horror & hope; Taylor & Calvin: getting very serious!; Exclusive book excerpt: our family secrets, Anderson Cooper & his mom, Gloria Vanderbilt.

People Magazine April 18, 2016
People Magazine BK-0527
The real story inside Drew Barrymore’s sad split: Drew started the family she always dreamed of with Will Kopelman. Why they’ve decided to divorce after four years; Khloe: new fears for Lamar; Patty Duke’s amazing life & shocking secrets; Today Show’s Tamron Hall: my sister’s unsolved murder; Bonus! Stars at home: Lauren Conrad, Jason Derulo, & more!

People Magazine April 25, 2016
People Magazine BK-0529
People exclusive: Natalie Wood, the untold story: her daughter Natasha reveals the private side of the beloved mother she lost too soon in a tragic boating accident, plus, Robert Wagner breaks his silence; Idris Elba: all about Hollywood’s hottest leading man; Kate & Will’s amazing adventure in India!; Murder on campus: a ballet student’s shocking death.

People Magazine May 2, 2016
People Magazine BK-0532
Special edition. World’s most beautiful woman 2016, Jennifer Aniston! The gorgeous girl next door on her joyful new life. Exclusive: Jen’s secrets for staying young; Marla Maples’s life with Donald Trump; A mom’s online date turns deadly.

People Magazine May 9, 2016
People Magazine BK-0533
Prince 1958-2016: the private world & shocking death of a musical genius; Kelly & Michael: inside the blowup; Beyonce’s confessions: do her new songs reveal a marriage crisis?

People Magazine May 16, 2016
People Magazine BK-0536
The People interview: Prince Harry, ‘All I want to do is make my mother proud.’ Exclusive: Harry opens up about losing Diana, life as a royal, wanting kids, and bringing his Invictus Games to America; Teens lost at sea, anguish & mystery; Prince’s fortune: what will happen to his $250 million?
LIF ➤ People Magazine May 23, 2016
People Magazine BK-0539
Exclusive interview: Kelly Ripa, my side of the story. After being stunned by the news of Michael Strahan’s sudden departure, the Live cohost opens up about what really happened; Dancing with the Stars’ Nyle DiMarco: ‘I’m happy to be deaf’; Megyn Kelly: motherhood, marriage & taking on Trump; Jen & Ben: together in Paris: ‘he wants her back’; True crime: I escaped serial killer Ted Bundy.

LIF ➤ People Magazine May 30, 2016
People Magazine BK-0543
Exclusive: Celine Dion, my life after loss. The star opens up about raising her sons alone, 4 months after the death of her husband, Rene; Most talked about bodies 2016! Ashley Graham, Nyle DiMarco; Blake’s bump! & all the Cannes buzz; True crime: killer cult? A teen’s shocking death in a church.

LIF ➤ People Magazine June 6, 2016
People Magazine BK-0546
People exclusive: Steve Harvey from homeless to $100 million! ‘I slept in my car for 3 years’, how the TV star turned it all around, and finally found happiness with the love of his life; Country bonus! Keith Urban’s ‘blessed’ life & more!; Bachelorette JoJo: ‘I fell for more than one guy’, heartbreak, hookups & drama!; Chrissy Teigen: my life with baby Luna!; True crime: murder in a church: new clues in a fitness instructor’s mysterious death.

LIF ➤ People Magazine June 13, 2016
People Magazine BK-0548
Johnny Depp & Amber Heard inside their toxic marriage: jealousy, fights & accusations of violence. Why they’re divorcing after 15 months. Exclusive photo: a friend of Heard’s took this photo, which shows injuries allegedly inflicted by Depp last December; Hottest beach bodies!; The Voice winner Alisan Porter: a troubled child star’s surprising triumph.

LIF ➤ People Magazine June 20, 2016
People Magazine BK-0551
1942-2016 the amazing life of Muhammad Ali: his final hours, rare family photos, his brave 30-year battle with Parkinson’s; Taylor’s sad split: why she and Calvin called it quits; Johnny & Amber, more shocking allegations.

(Nature, Science, History)

NAT ➤ National Geographic March 2016
National Geographic BK-0505
Too good to waste: how ugly food can help feed the planet; The cold rush: with howling winds and subzero temperatures, even a melting Arctic is a brutal place to work; The other Iraq: Kurds in northern Iraq have created an oasis of prosperity and peace. Will ISIS destroy it?

NAT ➤ National Geographic April 2016
National Geographic BK-0518
The photo ark: one man’s quest to document the world’s animals one picture at a time; The science of death: coming back from beyond; Urban parks, 93 spring days.

NAT ➤ National Geographic May 2016
National Geographic BK-0531
Yellowstone: America’s wild idea – part 1: the paradox of the park, part 2: into the backcountry, part 3: living with the wild; The battle for the American West.

NAT ➤ National Geographic June 2016
National Geographic BK-0541
Tomb Raiders: looting the world’s ancient treasures; Peru’s world apart: Manu National Park is a natural wonder, protected, for now, by isolation and its residents; Plundering the past: illegal trade in antiquities is wreaking havoc on humanity’s archaeological heritage; Juarez returns to life: the long-dangerous city on the U.S.-Mexico border has seen crime decline and civic life revive.

(Southwest)

SW ➤ El Palacio Magazine Spring 2016
Department of Cultural Affairs BK-0524
Sacred realm; Great Pueblo Revolt; Lloyd Kiva new; Stage, setting, mood; Interview: Miguel Romero with Nicolasa Chavez; Everything new is new again: one hundred years of genius; Morris miniature circus; Back to the future: preserving historic Lincoln.

SW ➤ El Palacio Magazine Summer 2016
Department of Cultural Affairs BK-0547
Low rider summer: machine dreams - a low, slow journey from pachuco to priceless; The exile factor: Spanish Judaism, the Inquisition, and New World identities; The adobe genius; Morris miniature circus; Back to the future: preserving historic Lincoln.

(Sports/Recreation)

SPO ➤ Field & Stream Magazine April 2016
Field & Stream BK-0522
Hooked up! 29 expert tips to land trophy fish: Bass: block a jumping lunker, Muskies: trigger monster strikes, Catfish: beat a big rolling blue, plus tricks for stronger knots, sharper hooks, and better hooksets; The reunion hunt: a remarkable story of tragedy and friendship; Camo: the modern hunter’s guide to face paint; Road trip: Heavey hunts turkeys with the “Slam Man”; Turkeys: extreme spring tactics; Shotguns: the 60-yard gobbler gun; Trout: still-water cheat sheet; Ammo: new subsonic rounds; Slab happy killer lures for spawning crappies.
Super survival kits: 147 tools and skills to help you survive (and thrive) in the wild, plus: how to wield the ultimate survival knife; Adventure stalking iguanas in the jungle; Tackle test: we rank the best new reels for 2016; Bass: prespawn tricks; Trout: killer bait rigs; Rifles: the perfect truck gun; Pike: a beginner’s fly setup.

Catch huge fish; Buyers guide: we pick the best hunting gear of 2016; 45 trophy tips and road trips for your best summer ever, guaranteed; Big rats for bass; Monster trout country; Cats & BBQ down south; Hottest new flies; Giant muskie tricks; Cuba! A grand-slam adventure to flyfishing’s best-kept secret (until now); Gun dogs: train a pup to be your new hunting buddy; Wild game: how to grill the ultimate summer feast.

Make room for a new you! Clear your closet, lighten your load; The salad skeptic’s guide to loving veggies; Do you believe in soul mates? Turn to page 100 and you will!!; Part 2 of our special series: when someone you love has a mental illness; How to beat stress in one easy step; O’s first-ever fashion line: flattering, cute, and just your size.

Your best body: we’re dropping the weight, losing the baggage, getting lighter as we go!; The miracle in your fridge: you won’t believe what you’ve been missing!; Upgrade your whole life: little swaps, big payoff!; Tell us where it hurts: breakthrough ways to deal with pain; O list special!

Join the party! How to make social media your friend: deepen your connections, expand your world, get closer to the ones you love; Sleep with Oprah! And discover the secrets of better rest; The cleanest way to say buh-bye; Reese Witherspoon dishes up 8 pages of southern hospitality; New! A monthly dose of inspiration from Elizabeth Gilbert.

How to love your summer more! 40 fresh ways to unplug, de-stress & make time for you; The one quality all successful people share, hint: it’s not brains or talent; 39 magic swimsuits: watch the pounds disappear!; What’s more important than the truth? Elizabeth Gilbert tells all; Women who make their issues your problem, honey, we’ve got a plan!; We’ll have what she’s having: a lesson in happiness from Dolly Parton.

Find your happy! From reading to eating, rediscover what feeds your soul; The best books of summer: love, lust, betrayal, and the awesome return of Terry McMillan; Step away from the stove! 24 fabulous no-cook dishes; Plus: the greatest ribs Gayle’s ever tasted; A quick lesson in self-worth, for anyone who’s ever sold herself short.
MYS ★ A clue in the stew
Archer, Connie        BK-0763
When she hosts an event with a famous author, small-town soup shop owner Lucky Jamieson is unprepared for the trouble that boils over when a colorful cast of characters descend on the town resulting in a murder that is linked to another recent unsolved crime.

MYS ★ Off the books
Arlington, Lucy       BK-0647
While hosting a wedding-themed week for Inspiration Valley that spotlights North Carolina's best vendors as well as her most popular bridal books, Lila Wilkins, the owner of the Novel Idea Literary Agency, discovers that murder is on the guest list when a dead man is found face down in frosting.

MYS ★ Gone with the witch
Blake, Heather         BK-0814
Hired to keep an eye out for a saboteur at the Pawsitively Enchanted pet contest, Darcy, along with her dog Missy, is thrown off the scent when her lead suspect is found dead and someone begins stealing prize-winning pets, forcing her to sniff out both a killer and a thief.

MYS ★ A churn for the worse
Bradford, Laura        BK-0723
After an Amish farmer is found dead and another is victimized, Detective Jakob Fisher, who has two strikes against him in the eyes of the Amish, finds it difficult to investigate these crimes until he partners with a shop owner who has earned trust from the Amish community.

MYS ★ Hearse and gardens
Bridge, Kathleen       BK-0815
While helping her friend inventory the huge estate of a wealthy art broker, Hamptons interior designer Meg stumbles upon the remains of the broker's long-lost son who went missing 20 years earlier along with his father's Warhol paintings and decides to solve this cold case.

MYS ★ Mrs. Jeffries and the one who got away
Brightwell, Emily      LP-4778
LARGE PRINT. When a woman is found strangled in a North London cemetery clutching an old newspaper clipping, Inspector Witherspoon is surprised to find that he and the victim have crossed paths before. He'll need Mrs. Jeffries' help to revisit an old case that has haunted him for years.

MYS ★ Mrs. Jeffries wins the prize
Brightwell, Emily      BK-0727
When an orchid hunter and supplier is found dead in Mrs. Helena Rayburn's conservatory, Mrs. Jeffries helps Inspector Witherspoon dig up some suspects to weed out a murderer who has turned friendly rivalry into a deadly game.

MYS ★ Braking for bodies
Brown, Duffy           BK-0759
Starting a new life in Mackinac Island where she works at the local bike shop, Los Angeles transplant Evie Bloomfield finds herself cycling through her past when, after an old friend comes to the island, her former editor of a sleazy rag, who arrived unexpectedly, is found dead.

MYS ★ Killer takeout
Burdesette, Lucy       BK-0766
While writing a piece on the mobile eateries at Key West's week long Mardi Gras festival, food critic Hayley Snow discovers that murder is on the menu when her friend, the recently elected Queen of Fantasy Fest, is accused of knocking out her competition, permanently.

MYS ★ Fat cat takes the cake
Cantrell, Janet        BK-0765
When Ron North, a former classmate, throws a high school reunion to gather support for his mayoral campaign, and then winds up dead, Chase Oliver must clear her friend Julie's name when she stands accused of murdering this man, who had been creepily obsessed with her.

MYS ★ Ripped from the pages
Carlisle, Kate         LP-4799
LARGE PRINT. While visiting her parents in Sonoma, book-restoration expert Brooklyn Wainwright attends an excavation of the caves hidden deep under her parents' commune where she is faced with a real-life mystery when priceless treasures is unearthed and a crime from the past is exposed.

MYS ★ Needle and dread
Casey, Elizabeth Lynn  BK-0768
To make her new sewing shop a success, Rose sponsors a series of do-it-yourself weekends for sewing enthusiasts, but her plan is unraveled by the murder of an argumentative guest and it is up to Tori and the gang to piece together the clues before Rose's life is ripped apart at the seams.

MYS ★ Beauty, beast, and belladonna
Chance, Maia           BK-0640
Torn between two very different men, her fiancé, the brutish Comte de Griffe, and her occasional investigative partner, Professor Primrose, variety-hall actress Ophelia Fox must cast aside her feelings to solve a murder that brings out the beastly side in even the most civilized of people.

MYS ★ Death wears a beauty mask and other stories
Clark, Mary Higgins    LP-4740
LARGE PRINT. A collection of Mary Higgins Clark's acclaimed short stories, with her most famous unfinished story finally completed.
When the mayor turns up dead during the Winter Walk grand opening ceremony, cranberry farm owner Monica Albertson and her stepmother become the prime suspects in the case when it is discovered that he was dating both of them.

When their idyllic new community is suddenly uprooted by murder, flower shop owner Abby Knight and her new husband, Marco, must weed through the suspects to catch a killer who is one bad seed.

When a farmer goes missing and a body washes ashore on the Cork coast, Boston expat Maura Donovan, after listening to the suspicions of her employee, decides to investigate on her own and gets in way over her head.

During the Fall Fling Townwide Tea Party in the quaint Finger Lakes town of Gracious Grove, Sophie Taylor, along with her Nana and their friends, the Silver Sprouts, must clear her boyfriend's name of murder after the dean who accused him of falsifying grades is found dead.

Detectives Matthew Toussaint and Missy Owens search through the damp chill of a Portland February morning for clues about the death of a young drifter, found under one of the city's many bridges. The victim: Ben Foeller, the errant younger son of Portland's premier dynastic family. With the help of Toussaint's bookstore-owning brother, Parker, the detectives wade through multiple clues to narrow down their river of suspects: a drug dealer, an East Coast art collector, a political radical, a used car salesman, and members of Foeller's own family.

Detectives Matthew Toussaint and Missy Owens search through the damp chill of a Portland February morning for clues about the death of a young drifter, found under one of the city's many bridges. The victim: Ben Foeller, the errant younger son of Portland's premier dynastic family. With the help of Toussaint's bookstore-owning brother, Parker, the detectives wade through multiple clues to narrow down their river of suspects: a drug dealer, an East Coast art collector, a political radical, a used car salesman, and members of Foeller's own family.

Returning home to Cascade Springs, New York, to help her Grandmother Daisy run her magical store, Charming Books, where the books literally fly off the shelves, Violet Waverly must clear Daisy's name when the body of a dead man is found clutching a book from her shop.

Eager to clear her name in the aftermath of a tragic accident, Hannah Swensen is wrongly implicated in the bludgeoning death of her trial judge, who she discovers had more than a few enemies.

When the much-despised mother of the spoiled teenage Peach Queen is found murdered, Nola Mae Harper, who is coordinating both the cotillion dinner and the grand opening of her new shop, must prove that her friend, Ginny, is innocent of the crime by drawing out the real killer.

The much-despised mother of the spoiled teenage Peach Queen is found murdered, Nola Mae Harper, who is coordinating both the cotillion dinner and the grand opening of her new shop, must prove that her friend, Ginny, is innocent of the crime by drawing out the real killer.

When she stumbles upon the dead body of Justin Cruise, a celebrity windsurfer, and a huge jerk, reporter Meg Reed, covering the King of the Hook event for Portland's Northwest Extreme magazine, must dive right in to solve the crime and keep a killer off balance.

When one of the runners in the Zombie Fun Run is found murdered and her estranged sister, Grace, disappears, Clyde and her police-detective boyfriend must clear Grace's name in the crime and become trapped in a tangled web of family secrets, grudges and stolen diamonds.

Mystery lovers have descended on Pine Hills for this year's book club competition, to be held at Krissy Hancock's bookstore cafe, but the killer in their midst seems determined to outwit all the armchair sleuths, and send Krissy to the remainder bin forever.

Mystery lovers have descended on Pine Hills for this year's book club competition, to be held at Krissy Hancock's bookstore cafe, but the killer in their midst seems determined to outwit all the armchair sleuths, and send Krissy to the remainder bin forever.

Returning home to Cascade Springs, New York, to help her Grandmother Daisy run her magical store, Charming Books, where the books literally fly off the shelves, Violet Waverly must clear Daisy's name when the body of a dead man is found clutching a book from her shop.

Eager to clear her name in the aftermath of a tragic accident, Hannah Swensen is wrongly implicated in the bludgeoning death of her trial judge, who she discovers had more than a few enemies.

When the much-despised mother of the spoiled teenage Peach Queen is found murdered, Nola Mae Harper, who is coordinating both the cotillion dinner and the grand opening of her new shop, must prove that her friend, Ginny, is innocent of the crime by drawing out the real killer.

The much-despised mother of the spoiled teenage Peach Queen is found murdered, Nola Mae Harper, who is coordinating both the cotillion dinner and the grand opening of her new shop, must prove that her friend, Ginny, is innocent of the crime by drawing out the real killer.

The librarian at Bodie Island's Lighthouse Library, Lucy Richardson, after a shipwrecked seafarer dies a few days after washing ashore, is once again roped into a murder investigation and must navigate a sea of suspects, all of whom had motives to kill the deceased.
MYS ➡️ All murders final!
Harris, Sherry  BK-0810
When her virtual online garage sale takes a deadly turn, resulting in the murder of a client, Sarah Winston is forced to turn to her ex, Chief of Police C. J. Hooker, for help in finding a killer before someone gets tagged.

MYS ➡️ Town in a cinnamon toast
Haywood, B. B.  BK-0650
To save her friend's wedding, Maine blueberry farmer and occasional sleuth Candy Holliday must put her maid-of-honor duties to the test when the best man is found dead, which exposes a conspiracy that could change the quiet coastal town of Cape Willington forever.

MYS ➡️ Reining in murder
Hearon, Leigh  BK-0730
After rehabilitating a thoroughbred that was injured in a suspicious auto accident, horse trainer Annie Carson is happy to deliver the healthy animal to Hilda Colbert, only to find that the neurotic and controlling horse owner is dead.

MYS ➡️ Seams like murder
Hechtman, Betty  BK-0819
When the discovery of a dead body interferes with the opening of a series of crafting classes called Yarn University, Molly, along with the Tarzana Hookers, must unravel the clues to solve this mystery.

MYS ➡️ Death of a bacon heiress
Hollis, Lee  BK-0724
For food-and-cocktails columnist Hayley Powell, an invitation to do a cooking demo on one of daytime's most popular talk shows turns sour when a posh bacon heiress winds up dead.

MYS ➡️ Mrs. Malory and death is a word
Holt, Hazel  BK-0817
When her friend, Eva, who was compiling a book of her late husband's unpublished works of journalism, dangerous stories from around the world from Libya to Afghanistan, dies under mysterious circumstances, Sheila must discover if there is a killer among the residents of their charming Devon countryside.

MYS ➡️ Scene of the brine
Hughes, Mary Ellen  BK-0648
While trying to prove the innocence of the son of her friend, who stands accused of poisoning a man, pickle shop owner Piper Lamb finds her own self in a heap of trouble when someone else is poisoned by a jar of her own brandied cherries.

MYS ➡️ A familiar tail
James, Delia  BK-0643
Artist Annabelle Britton, who is unlucky in love, arrives in the quaint seaside town of Portsmouth, New Hampshire, where she finds herself unexpectedly saddled with a witch's wand, a furry familiar and a coven of witches who gather together to keep the town safe from evil.

MYS ➡️ Cold betrayal
Jance, Judith A.  BK-0800
Ali’s longtime friend and Taser-carrying nun, Sister Anselm, rushes to the bedside of a young pregnant woman hospitalized for severe injuries after she was hit by a car on a deserted Arizona highway. The girl had been running away from The Family, a polygamous cult with no patience for those who try to leave its ranks. Something about her strikes a chord in Sister Anselm, reminding her of a case she worked years before when another young girl wasn’t so lucky.

MYS ➡️ Dry bones
Johnson, Craig  BK-0581
When Jen, the largest, most complete Tyrannosaurus rex skeleton ever found surfaces in Sherriff Walt Longmire’s jurisdiction, it appears to be a windfall for the High Plains Dinosaur Museum until Danny Lone Elk, the Cheyenne rancher on whose property the remains were discovered, turns up dead, floating face down in a turtle pond. With millions of dollars at stake, a number of groups step forward to claim her, including Danny’s family, the tribe, and the federal government.

MYS ➡️ Against the paw
Kelly, Diane  BK-0809
While trying to find a convicted burglar who has broken his parole, rookie cop Megan Luz, along with Sergeant Brigit, her K-9 partner, must stop a Neighborhood Watch group on Peeping Tom patrol before they take the law into their own hands.

MYS ➡️ Knock on wood
Linda O. Johnston  LP-4776
LARGE PRINT. Rory Chasen, now the manager of the Lucky Dog Boutique in Destiny, California, is delighted when her best friend Gemma arrives a day early for her visit. Gemma's just broken up with her boyfriend in Los Angeles, so Rory is especially eager to cheer her up. But before they get a chance to talk, two of the town's most eligible bachelors sidle in. Their amorous advances, and an unexpected job offer, seem to take Gemma's mind off her ex, until he arrives in Destiny.
And then there were nuns
Logan, Kylie  BK-0721

When two nuns are murdered while on a retreat at South Bass Island on Lake Erie, B&B owner Bea Cartwright and the other members of the League of Literary Ladies discover an eerie parallel with an Agatha Christie mystery classic that could help them catch a killer.

Irish stewed
Logan, Kylie  BK-0816

To save her aunt's run-down greasy spoon in Hubbard, Ohio, Laurel Inwood cooks up a plan-involving daily specials featuring ethnic cuisine, but must first solve the murder of a local reporter who was found slumped over a table with a receipt spike in his back.

A deadly tail
Lyle, Dixie  BK-0808

Diedre "Foxtrot" Lancaster is in new territory. Telepathically communicating with her dog and cat to solve murders. Having a movie filmed on the crazy and wacky Zoransky mansion grounds, and making a new commiserating assistant friend to boot. Now that's a whole new ball of wax. Yet not all goes according to plan.

Wedding bel blues
McConnon, Maggie  BK-0821

When her cousin Caleigh's last one-night stand before her wedding plunges to his death during the reception, Belfast McGrath, thinking that this was no accident, teams up with Detective Kevin Hanson, her long-ago love, to find the truth while avoiding a cold-hearted killer.

Bossa novas, bikinis, and bad ends
McHugh, Mary  BK-0812

Kicking off Carnival by entertaining the patrons at the most elegant hotel in Rio de Janeiro, the Happy Hoofers trade-in their dancing shoes and become samba-loving sleuths when their exotic Brazilian companion is found dead in her room, without a clue as to what killed her.

Vanilla beaned
McKinlay, Jenn  BK-0773

When they arrive in Las Vegas to open their first franchise of the Fairy Tale Cupcakes Bakery, Melanie Cooper and Angie DeLaura aren't sure about turning their recipes over to brash former showgirl Holly Harzmark until a saboteur with a sweet tooth and a penchant for murder brings out a side of Holly that they both can relate to.

Murder most wholesome
McLaughlin, Staci  BK-0728

When Birch, "the one who got away," is found dead in Zennia Patrakio's garden, Dana Lewis must take over grief-stricken Zennia's cooking duties at the spa while trying to find answers at the commune where Birch had been living, and where the residents are nuttier than granola.

Cat shout for joy
Murphy, Shirley Rousseau  LP-4757

LARGE PRINT. For Joe Grey and Dulcie, life is a bittersweet mix of endings and beginnings. Their friends Pan and Kit are off on their own adventure; Dulcie and Joe Grey are awaiting their first litter; and Pan’s father, Misto, is running out of time on earth. While the proud parents await the birth of their babies, the criminals are busy, too. The Molena Point PD has stepped up patrols to apprehend a street prowler who has been attacking the village’s elderly citizens.

Cinco de mayhem
Myers, Ann  BK-0761

When the local restaurateur who attempted to take over all of the food carts in town and winds up dead under her friend Linda's famous tamale truck, Rita, a chef preparing for Cinco de Mayo in Santa Fe, New Mexico, must turn up the heat on the real killer before her friend gets burned for the crime.

Ripe for murder
O'Neil, Carlene  BK-0731

When her neighbor's daughter, Chantal, a troublemaker to the highest degree, is accused of murdering the wife of an investor, winery owner Penny Lively, despite her dislike of the woman, believes in her innocence and must let the clues breathe to catch a killer with a savory past.

Newlywed dead
Parra, Nancy J.  BK-0818

When a bartender at her sister's wedding drops dead from a lethal nightcap, Pepper Pomeroy, determined to discover who would want to kill a virtual stranger at a country club wedding reception, must outsmart a clever killer who is wedded to the idea of murder.

Out of the dying pan
Reilly, Linda  BK-0729

When a neighboring boutique owner who harbors a grudge against her is found strangled to death with her scarf, fish fryer Talia Marby, to clear her name, must turn up the heat on a killer who had a good reason to want the victim dead.

Devoted in death
Robb, J. D.  BK-0762

When Lieutenant Eve Dallas examines a fresh body in a seedy alleyway in downtown Manhattan, the victim’s injuries are so extensive that she almost misses the clue. Carved into the skin is the shape of a heart initials inside reading E and D.
MYS  Devoted in death
Robb, J. D.  LP-4772
LARGE PRINT. When Lieutenant Eve Dallas examines a fresh body in a seedy alleyway in downtown Manhattan, the victim’s injuries are so extensive that she almost misses the clue. Carved into the skin is the shape of a heart initials inside reading E and D.

MYS  Fogged Inn
Ross, Barbara  BK-0725
When her landlord discovers a dead body in the walk-in refrigerator, restaurant owner Julia Snowden finds herself at the center of the ensuing investigation and, to get herself out of hot water, must piece together the clues involving suspicious group of retirees and a decades-old tragedy before she serves up her early bird special.

MYS  Stiff competition
Ryan, Annelise  BK-0649
When someone targets land developers during hunting season, taking them out with a bow and arrow, deputy coroner Mattie Winston must get to the bottom of this killing spree while searching for Detective Hurley's teenage daughter, Emily, who has mysteriously vanished.

MYS  A whisker of trouble
Ryan, Sofie  BK-0652
The owner of a second hand shop in North Harbor, Maine, Sarah Grayson and her rescue cat, Elvis, must sniff out a killer when they stumble upon a dead body while searching for fabulous finds on the estate of collector Edison Hall.

MYS  The handsome man's de luxe cafe
Smith, Alexander McCall  LP-4792
LARGE PRINT. Mma Ramotswe has her hands full both at home and in the office. To add to her current challenges, her devoted partner, Grace Makutsi, has decided to branch out on her own and open The Handsome Man's Deluxe Cafe. But even "Miss 97 Per Cent" can't quite meet all the demands of running a business, not to mention those that a lightning strike makes on her building.

MYS  Silence of the lamps
Smith, Karen Rose  BK-0820
When her sister's catering rival is found bludgeoned to death by one of his grandmother's antique Tiffany lamps, home stager Caprice De Luca must shed some light on the real killer to clear her sister's name.

MYS  Between a book and a hard place
Swanson, Denise  BK-0722
When she discovers that the mysterious donor who wants to reopen the library is actually her runaway mother Yvette's latest husband, Jett Benedict, who then winds up dead, Dev must set the record straight by proving either her mother's guilt or innocence.

MYS  Black thunder
Thurlo, Aimée  BK-0754
A construction crew found the first body. The cops found three more, in a cluster that lay on both sides of the border of the Navajo Reservation. Because some of the bodies were buried outside the Rez, Navajo Police Special Investigator Ella Clah and her team must work a delicate joint investigation with the New Mexico police.

MYS  Ghost medicine
Thurlo, Aimée  BK-0755
When a former police officer is murdered, Navajo Special Investigator Ella Clah will do anything to bring his killer to justice.

MYS  No shred of evidence
Todd, Charles  LP-4763
LARGE PRINT. Ian Rutledge, must unravel an unsolved, old case before he can bring a murderer to justice.

MYS  A disguise to die for
Vallere, Diane  BK-0641
When her customer, wealthy nuisance Blitz Manners, is murdered and party planner Ebony Welles is accused of the crime, costume-shop owner Margo Tamblyn must unmask the real killer to save her friend.

MYS  It's a wonderful knife
Wenger, Christine  BK-0646
With a broken leg and busy dinner during the holiday season, Trixie Matkowski also finds herself the prime suspect in the murder of Liz Fellows, the director of the local Christmas pageant who was found with Trixie's butcher knife in her back.

NAT  Adventures in edible plant foraging
Monger, Karen  BK-0631
Perfect for novice foragers, a simplified guide to edible plants that can be found throughout North America covers every aspect of foraging for leafy greens that are cost-effective and a healthy alternative, and provides 20 recipes for soups, salads, muffins and more.

NEW  There were giants upon the earth
Sitchin, Zecharia  BK-0704
A biblical scholar and best-selling author, who asserted that man was genetically engineered by adding Anunnaki genes to those of an existing hominid, leads readers to the Royal Tombs of Ur, revealing a DNA source that could conclusively prove biblical and Sumerian tales to be true.
PAR  Raising Ryland  
Whittington, Hillary  BK-0632
Hillary and Jeff Whittington describe their journey of support and unconditional love as they recount how their daughter Ryland, identified as a boy from a very young age and decided to embrace her transgender transition.

PDY  The worry trick  
Carbonell, David A.  BK-0635
A psychologist and anxiety expert, revealing how anxiety hijacks the brain, offers proven and effective techniques based in acceptance and commitment therapy and cognitive behavior therapy to help readers break the cycle of worry, once and for all.

POE  Conamara blues  
O'Donohue, John  BK-0825
This collection of poetry evokes the vital energy and rhythm of the Conamara landscape, situated in the West of Ireland. As the author draws upon the ancient memory and history of the place, he focuses upon the power of language and the vagaries of human need and passion.

REF  The executor's guide  
Randolph, Mary  BK-0630
Explains the duties of an estate or trust executor, and discusses probate, life insurance, bank accounts, debts and estate taxes.

REL  If God is good  
Alcorn, Randy C.  LP-4703
LARGE PRINT. Paints a realistic picture of who God is and what God is doing in the world, encouraging believers to share their faith more clearly and genuinely in a world filled with pain and fear.

REL  It's good to be queen  
Higgs, Liz Curtis  LP-4730
LARGE PRINT. When it comes to queens in the Bible, we know the good one, Queen Esther, and the bad one, Queen Jezebel. But what about the wise one, the Queen of Sheba? This wealthy royal from antiquity, who longed to observe for herself the wisdom of Solomon, offers a storehouse of treasures for her modern sisters, showing us how to seek after truth, ask the right questions, keep an open mind, give generously, and honor God above all.

REL  The girl's still got it  
Higgs, Liz Curtis  LP-4729
LARGE PRINT. This novel approach to Bible study invites readers to step through the portal of time and experience the day-to-day lives of Ruth and Naomi, gleaning from their rags-to-riches story the assurance that God is at work to redeem each loss and disappointment.

REL  Cathedrals of the spirit  
McLuhan, T. C.  BK-0619
The bestselling author celebrates the existence of sacred "cathedrals" in nature and the human spirit, interspersing her own observations with the voices of philosophers, poets, artists, writers, saints, and sinners from Buddha to Thoreau to Thomas Merton. Beautifully illustrated with 60 breathtaking photos, this book is destined to be a classic.

REL  Chasing Heaven  
McVea, Crystal  BK-0714
A woman describes her personal transformation after visiting heaven and how readers can experience heaven themselves, and live a more meaningful life.

REL  Angel armies  
Sheets, Tim  BK-0633
Some may wonder why we need to understand and be more aware of angels and their roles. One obvious answer is because of the faith and confidence it produces.

REL  New leaf  
Anderson, Catherine  BK-0741
When Taffeta Brown was viciously betrayed by her wealthy husband, she lost everything, including custody of their daughter, Sarah. Now that Taffy has moved to Mystic Creek, Oregon, to start over, she unexpectedly meets the one man who might help her get Sarah back.

REL  At any cost  
Baxter, Mandy  BK-0560
Living undercover next door to Olivia Gallagher, the ex-girlfriend of biker gang leader Joel Meecum, in hopes of capturing Joel, U.S. Marshal Nick Brady finds himself falling in love with this feisty, straight-talking brunette as he gets close to her to keep her safe.
Arriving on the Circle Bar K ranch to scatter her father's ashes in the Tetons of Wyoming, amateur chef Tina Hayes is persuaded to stay on as the ranch's cook for a while and catches the eye of cowboy Wyatt McCabe who makes her heart race like no other.

Hired by Mount Hood Aviation for the summer, former National Guard helicopter pilot Robin Harrow jumps right into the fire with her hot copilot Mickey Hamilton, but when their fling turns into something more, she must decide if he is worth the risk.

When she investigates a cold case that left two teens dead, and a third one traumatized and with no memory of the incident, forensic technician Georgia Morgan must team up with homicide detective Jake Bishop.

While supervising an archaeological dig on the sprawling Highlands estate of Duncally, Coll Munro finds his job becoming quite difficult when meddling blue stocking Violet Thornhill arrives on the site to examine the ruins, but when danger throws them together, he discovers that opposites really do attract.

Mia Saunders needs money. A lot of money. She has one year to pay off the loan shark who has threatened her father's life and is coming after his unpaid gambling debts. One million dollars to be exact. Her mission is simple serve as a high-priced escort for her aunt's Los Angeles-based company and pay monthly against the debt. Spend a month with a rich man whom she doesn't have to sleep with if she doesn't want to. Easy money.

Calendar girl Mia Saunders has come a long way. She rounds out the end of her year-long journey in Hollywood, New York City, and Aspen.

After discovering human remains revealed after a rainstorm, Harper Hamilton, whose father is running for president, must tread very carefully to uncover the truth about her family's role in a long-ago murder and places her trust in cowboy Brody McTavish who is the only thing standing between her and a dangerous enemy.

Gideon calls me his angel, but he's the miracle in my life. My gorgeous, wounded warrior, so determined to slay my demons while refusing to face his own. The vows we'd exchanged should have bound us tighter than blood and flesh. Instead they opened old wounds, exposed pain and insecurities, and lured bitter enemies out of the shadows.

Gideon Cross. Falling in love with him was the easiest thing I've ever done. It happened instantly. Completely. Irrevocably. Marrying him was a dream come true. Staying married to him is the fight of my life. Love transforms. Ours is both a refuge from the storm and the most violent of tempests. Two damaged souls entwined as one.

LARGE PRINT. A love story set on Nantucket, featuring the Montgomerys and the Taggarts and filled with secrets and surprises.
ROM ➢ Extreme honor
Drake, Piper J. BK-0657
A high octane new series, guaranteed to get readers hearts' racing, features hot military heroes, the women who love them and the dogs that always have their backs.

ROM ➢ Fire bound
Feehan, Christine BK-0781
Commissioned to design chandeliers for a string of luxury hotels in Italy, flame-haired glass blower Lissa Piner, using this opportunity to right a terrible wrong, hires a trained assassin to protect her and, as passion flares between them, her quest for vengeance threatens to burn everything to the ground.

ROM ➢ Spider game
Feehan, Christine BK-0595
Bred with a heart of pure venom, Cayenne, locked up, experimented on and never shown kindness, is unable to control her powers when she becomes involved with GhostWalker Trap Dawkins, a reckless man who is determined to help her get revenge and overcome her dark past.

ROM ➢ Lone star nights
Fossen, Delores BK-0561
When, after his business partner dies and leaves him an unexpected bequest, he is forced to share custody of two children with Cassie Weatherall, bad-boy bull rider Austin "Lucky" McCord meets his match in this celebrity therapist who won't succumb to his charms.

ROM ➢ Texas on my mind
Fossen, Delores BK-0744
Returning home to Spring Hill, Texas, after a stint in the Air Force leaves him wounded, Riley McCord is nursed back to health by his childhood friend Claire Davidson, who betrayed him years ago, and agrees to a no-strings fling with this woman he has never been able to forget, and the only person who really understands him.

ROM ➢ Fighting dirty
Foster, Lori BK-0658
The hottest MMA fighter in the game, Armie Jacobson, after rescuing his best friend's sister from a robbery attempt, has the most erotic encounter of his life with this woman unlike no other who leaves him wanting more.

ROM ➢ Taking fire
Gerard, Cindy BK-0664
When he is reunited with Talia Levine, the war correspondent who played him for a fool and broke his heart six years earlier, military contractor Bobby Taggart, on a covert security mission for the U.S. Embassy in Oman, must place his feelings aside to save her from the dangerous forces closing in on them both.

ROM ➢ The devil you know
Goodman, Jo BK-0826
Caring for Israel McKenna, a stranger who arrived battered and bruised on her family's ranch, Wilhelmina "Willa" Pancake wonders if she should take a chance on this man whose past arrives with a vengeance as she tries to save her land from the men who want to steal it.

ROM ➢ Taking Catie
Hardt, Helen BK-0795
Catie Bay has worshiped much older Chad McCray since she was a child. When she fumbles a seduction attempt after her graduation from high school, she flees to Europe, hoping she can forget her unrequited love.

ROM ➢ Taming Angelina
Hardt, Helen BK-0796
Learn to run a ranch? Angelina Bay would rather wear last season’s clothes. But if she doesn't, her father says she can kiss her inheritance goodbye. Teach a spoiled heiress how to ride a horse? Not in this lifetime. Rafe Grayhawk is busy enough as a ranch hand, saving every extra penny to fund his chronically ill father’s move to Arizona until beautiful Angelina makes him an offer he can’t refuse.

ROM ➢ Teasing Annie
Hardt, Helen BK-0794
Newly divorced from his greedy and deceptive first wife, Dallas McCray is convinced he wants a sweet country girl like his sister-in-law. So why is he lusting after the new veterinarian in town, striking New Jersey transplant Annie DeSimone?

ROM ➢ Tempting Dusty
Hardt, Helen BK-0793
El Diablo strikes no fear in the heart of Dusty O Donovan. The accomplished rider knows life holds much greater fears than a feisty stud bull. Diablo's owner, Zach McCray, is offering half a million dollars to anyone who can stay on him for a full eight seconds. That purse would go a long way helping rebuild Dusty and her brother's nearly bankrupt ranch.

ROM ➢ Along came a rogue
Harrington, Anna BK-0653
When his friend is gravely injured and asking for his little sister, Major Nathaniel Grey, who will do anything to bring her home, finds himself captivated by Emily, a beautiful widow who, hiding a troubled past, refuses to take a chance on love.
Love without end
Hatcher, Robin Lee LP-4712
LARGE PRINT. Chet and Kimberly have both failed when it comes to love. Chet Leonard's life was forever changed when his seventeen year old son died and then, soon after, his wife walked out on their family. Over two years later, all he wants to do is hold onto his horse ranch and raise his remaining sons to be honorable men. Kimberly Welch, widowed mother of Tara, a rebellious fifteen-year-old, has reached the end of her finances and nearly the end of her rope. She and Tara come to King's Meadow to try to piece their lives back together again. Kimberly has no intention of becoming involved with the residents of this remote mountain community and certainly not with any man. When 84-year-old Anna McKenna returns to King's Meadow and to the Leonard ranch, she becomes an agent of change and healing for the two hurting families.

My American duchess
James, Eloisa LP-4751
LARGE PRINT. The arrogant Duke of Trent intends to marry a well-bred Englishwoman. The last woman he would ever consider marrying is the adventurous Merry Pford, an American heiress who has infamously jilted two fiancés. But after one provocative encounter with the captivating Merry, Trent desires her more than any woman he has ever met. He is determined to have her as his wife, no matter what it takes.

Grace's forgiveness
Jebber, Molly BK-0659
A skilled midwife, Grace Blauch, with her disfiguring birthmark keeping from a husband and home of her own, falls for outsider Mark King, a helpful and outspoken man, deemed unsuitable by her father, whose impossible act of generosity shows her that steadfast hope can inspire the most precious of miracles.

Carolina dreaming
Kantra, Virginia BK-0654
After the Marine Corps, Gabe Murphy returns home to Dare Island where he meets beautiful bakery owner and single mother Jane Clark and will do anything to prove that she is worthy of his love and trust, until her past resurfaces, changing everything.

Snowflake Bay
Kauffman, Donna LP-4731
LARGE PRINT. There's no place like seaside Blueberry Cove, Maine, at Christmas and there's nothing like a wedding, the warmth of the holidays, and an old crush, to create the perfect new start. Interior designer Fiona McCrae has left fast-paced Manhattan to move back home to peaceful Blueberry Cove. But she's barely arrived before she's hooked into planning her big sister Hannah's Christmas wedding in "less than seven weeks." The last thing she needs is for her first love, Ben Campbell, to return to neighboring Snowflake Bay.

Midnight revenge
Kennedy, Elle BK-0661
When a case of mistaken identity causes his teammate to be captured instead of him, black ops mercenary Derek Pratt is forced out of hiding and must face his demons, including beautiful doctor Sofia Amaro who has tracked him down after a one night stand.

Cold-hearted rake
Kleypas, Lisa LP-4701
LARGE PRINT. Inheriting not only an earldom, but also an estate riddled with debt and the late earl's three sisters and Kathleen, Lady Trenear, a beautiful young widow, Devon Ravenel engages in a sensual battle of wills with this woman whose sharp wit and determination are a match for his own.

Trust no one
Krentz, Jayne Ann LP-4716
LARGE PRINT. Retreating to her hometown after her motivational speaker boss dies from alcohol poisoning, a traumatized Grace Elland shares a dreadful blind date with a venture capitalist, who uses his skills as a former Marine to help her outmaneuver a stalker.

A buccaneer at heart
Laurens, Stephanie BK-0780
Wanting to settle down after a decade of captaining diplomatic and covert missions for the crown, Robert takes a final assignment in West Africa gathering information against a slaver camp, where he falls for a woman who wants to find and rescue her missing brother.

Under the desert sky
Luck, Sara BK-0745
A widow and single mother, Phoebe Sloane, raising ostriches as a way to make ends meet, finds an unexpected ally in a Christian de Wet, a South African importer who helps her around the ranch and saves her from a saboteur who is determined to destroy her and her family.

A girl's guide to moving on
Macomber, Debbie LP-4762
LARGE PRINT. An ex-daughter-in-law and mother-in-law become unlikely best friends and embark on newly single lives together. Nichole, a woman in her early thirties, is recovering from a broken heart after learning her husband was having an affair and separating from him. The twist is that her mother-in-law, Leanne, is the one who told her that her son was cheating. Leanne has looked the other way for decades as her own husband cheated, and can't bear to see her son repeating the same pattern.
Lindsay Snyder returns to Buffalo Valley, North Dakota, to visit her old family house, to explore family roots and to reevaluate the direction of her own life, and decides to stay.

A heartbroken baker and a charming but womanizing tour guide embark on an experiment to prove their respective gender's quality and trustworthiness while regaining self-respect only to become the subject of gossip in their small hometown.

While nurse Nina Wentworth, torn between two very different men, struggles to leave Blackberry Island, her sister Averil returns, complicating things even further until their reckless mother makes a shocking discovery that changes everything.

Gabby Schaefer can't wait to return to work. Oh, to use the bathroom in peace! No twins clamoring at the door, no husband barging in, no stepdaughter throwing a tantrum. But when her plans are derailed by some shocking news and her husband's crushing expectations, Gabby must fight for the right to have a life of her own.

A photographer with Thrill-seekers, Inc., a sports adventures show on cable TV, Chase Timberlake, after a life-changing moment, returns home to Eternity Springs a changed man and rekindles a long-ago romance with veterinarian Lori Murphy, the one woman he has never been able to forget.

Ex-NBA star Alexander Barrett finds it difficult to focus on the new Boulder, Colorado gym he owns when his MMA-fighter brother, Zach, returns home from Thailand and the two soon begin competing for the affections of Zach's beautiful personal assistant trainer.

The Carsons of Mustang Creek: three men who embody the West and define what it means to be a rancher, a cowboy and a hero.

Turning to JAG officer and Judge Advocate Graham for help in a custody battle, single mom Kara finds herself drawn to this man who is willing to go to bat for her even when her ex starts making trouble.

A children's book illustrator finds she has a lot in common with a private investigator who moves to town to keep a friend out of trouble.

Starting a new life in Whiskey Creek with her little girl, young widow India Sommers falls for her neighbor, Rod Amos, the handsome "bad boy" type from which she has sworn to stay away, while dealing with the fact that the man who killed her husband is getting out of jail.

Desperate to sell her family's cotton to Duncan Maclain, Rose, posing as the wife of Duncan's American cousin, begins to regret the whole charade as passion flares between them on the high seas until the truth comes out, forcing them to put away their pride to escape the Confederacy.

Love comes home to Blue Arrow Lake when childhood sweethearts get an unexpected second chance.
Stars of fortune
Roberts, Nora

LARGE PRINT. Centuries after guardian stars tied to the powers of fire, ice and water fall to earth and place the fates of worlds in the hands of their finders, reclusive artist Sasha Riggs is drawn by vivid dreams to a Greek island to search for the fire star and passion.

The obsession
Roberts, Nora

LARGE PRINT. Years after discovering her father's predatory double life, successful photographer Naomi Bowes struggles to hide her painful past from her fellow residents in a community thousands of miles away, a situation that introduces her to a new relationship and forces her to confront her demons.

Home on Apple Blossom Road
Roberts, Sheila

When Colin Wright and Mia Blair inherit something jointly from Colin's late grandmother, they must embark on a treasure hunt by following a series of clues that take them to the orchard on Apple Blossom Road where they get an unexpected second chance at love.

Stone cold cowboy
Ryan, Jennifer

When he comes to the aid of Sadie, who is dealing with an ill father and a brother who owes money to the wrong people, rancher Rory Kendrick falls for this woman who has been dealt a bad hand she refuses to fold and will do anything to keep her safe and give her the happy life she deserves.

Dark hearts
Sala, Sharon

Returning home to help his brother solve their mother's murder, Sam Jakes, while trying to unmask a serial killer and unearth 30-year-old secrets, must keep the only woman he'll ever love, and who he walked away from without an explanation years ago, safe from harm.

See you at sunset
Sykes, V. K.

Returning home to Seashell Bay to help her family's struggling general store, Holly Tyler, who has a life and boyfriend back on the mainland, must decide whether to stay or go back when she unexpectedly falls in love with Deputy Sheriff Micah Lancaster.

Lone heart pass
Thomas, Jodi

Inheriting a run-down Texas farm, Jubilee Hamilton is determined to start a new life despite Charley Collins, the abrasive foreman she is forced to hire who is no fan of love, and the young man who needs her protection when he finds himself mixed up in a murder investigation.

Her fierce warrior
Tyler, Paige

When she is rescued by Special Forces soldier Angelo, Minka, who, subjected to unspeakable horrors at the hands of scientists, is terrified of the monster she is becoming, unexpectedly finds a safe haven in the arms of this man who has the power to quell the beast inside.

Happily bedded bliss
Warren, Tracy Anne

When her drawing of a naked man is mistakenly revealed at a party, Lady Esme Byron finds her reputation ruined and herself forced into a marriage of convenience with her subject, Gabriel, Lord Northcote, a notorious rakehell who was unaware he was her muse as he lay sleeping beside a secluded country lake.

Love of the game
Wilde, Lori

After losing his young son, and then suffering a shoulder injury, relief pitcher Axel Richmond is stuck recuperating at a ranch in Stardust, Texas, where he strikes out repeatedly with physical therapist Kasha Carlyle, until he makes a play for her heart by showing what kind of man he really is.

Treasured
Woods, Sherryl

Living remotely in rural Virginia with only his artistic talent and troubled past to keep him company, Ben Carlton finds his wounded heart opening to the possibilities of new love when his matchmaking aunt Destiny introduces him to beautiful gallery owner Kathleen Dugan.

Primal instinct
Wyatt, Tara

When the very same man with whom she had an unforgettable one-night stand is hired by her record label as her bodyguard, out-of-control rocker Taylor Ross is tempted to cross the line again with this ex-Army Ranger, who will do anything to keep her safe from an obsessed stalker.

Mars One, humanity's next great adventure

Released to coincide with the documentary reality series about the selection and training process of the Mars One astronaut settlement, a behind-the-scenes reference explores the skills, interpersonal dynamics and psychological qualities that will be required of colonists.
SFF ➔ The destructives
De Abaitua, Matthew       BK-0789
Theodore Drown, asked to investigate an archive of data retrieved from just before the appearance of the first emergence, embarks on an adventure through a stunted future of asylum malls, corporate blood rooms and a secret off-world colony where he must choose between creating a new future for humanity or staying true to his nature.

SFF ➔ Graft
Hill, Matt       BK-0665
When his partner impulsively jacks a luxury car, Sol, who steals old vehicles to meet the demand for spares, is caught up in a nightmarish trans-dimensional human-trafficking conspiracy involving a three-armed woman called Y, who has had her memory removed and must be delivered to someone in the U.K.

SFF ➔ World of water
Lovegrove, James       BK-0790
Dev Harmer, reluctant agent of Interstellar Security Solutions, has 72 hours to restore order on the ocean world of Triton before his genetically engineered host form breaks down irreversibly.

SFF ➔ Aurora
Robinson, Kim Stanley       BK-0831
This story imagines humanity's first voyage beyond the solar system, detailing the experiences of pioneers who approach the Aurora system generations after leaving Earth.

SFF ➔ Artefact
Sawyer, Jamie       BK-0667
Addicted to death, Captain Conrad Harris, aka Lazarus, who has died hundreds of times, leads a rescue mission on a secret research station deep in alien territory and soon discovers that this time, he may not be coming back.

SFF ➔ Legion
Sawyer, Jamie       BK-0555
Humanity's last line of defense against the hostile alien race known as the Krell, Conrad Harris, the legendary Lazarus who runs suicide missions and always comes back, takes his team to an unexplored region to secure an Artefact that could be used against the enemy.

SFF ➔ The martian
Weir, Andy       LP-4790
LARGE PRINT. When a dust storm forces his crew to evacuate the planet while thinking him dead, astronaut Mark Watney finds himself stranded on Mars's surface, completely alone. Armed with nothing but his ingenuity, his engineering skills, and a gallows sense of humor that proves to be his greatest source of strength, Mark embarks on a dogged quest to stay alive, but will his resourcefulness be enough to overcome the impossible odds against him?

SOC ➔ The two-income trap
Warren, Elizabeth       BK-0758
Describes the economic dilemmas facing families who depend on two incomes, presenting a series of solutions on how to get the middle class back on financial track.

SUS ➔ Devour
Anderson, Kurt       BK-0566
Fishing boat captain Brian Hawkins goes after the biggest catch of the century when a casino cruise ship carrying high-stakes passengers, and a top-secret cargo, falls under the attack of a massive predator that rises from the sea in search of human prey.

SUS ➔ Patriot
Bell, Ted       LP-4728
LARGE PRINT. When counterspy Alex Hawke learns of a series of recent CIA deaths, he suspects they are more than coincidences. Hawke believes the deaths can be tied to Spider Payne, a rogue intelligence officer who was fired by the CIA and evolved into a serial killer and it looks like Hawke is directly in his line of fire.

SUS ➔ Warriors
Bell, Ted       LP-4711
LARGE PRINT. Counterspy Alex Hawke is out to find and rescue a kidnapped American scientist as the United States and China get closer and closer to all-out nuclear war.

SUS ➔ The patriot threat
Berry, Steve       LP-4715
LARGE PRINT. A tale inspired by debates surrounding 16th Amendment tax collection practices finds Cotton Malone pulled out of retirement to track a rogue North Korean who may have acquired top-secret Treasury Department files capable of decimating the U.S. economy.

SUS ➔ The guest room
Bohjalian, Chris       LP-4717
LARGE PRINT. When the bachelor party her husband is hosting goes murderously wrong, Kristin finds her life spiraling into a nightmare of accusations, shame and betrayal while a girl hired to provide entertainment at the party flees for her life from murderous gangsters.
Joe Pickett had good reason to dislike Dallas Cates, and now he has even more, Joe's eighteen-year-old daughter, April, has run off with him. And then comes even worse news, she has been found in a ditch along the highway alive, but just barely, the victim of blunt force trauma. Cates denies having anything to do with it, but Joe knows in his gut who's responsible. What he doesn't know is the kind of danger he's about to encounter. Cates is bad enough, but Cates's family is like none Joe has ever met.

Investigating a theory that a serial killer preparing for trial is responsible for other murders and was working with an accomplice, investigative reporter Maxine Revere engages in a deadly game of cat and mouse in her determination to uncover the truth.

A follow-up to the NYT best-seller, "The rule of four" (AR-0880) finds a lost gospel, a contentious relic and a dying pope's final wish sending two Vatican priest brothers on a dangerous intellectual quest to untangle Christianity's greatest historical mystery.

Adam Price has a lot to lose: a comfortable marriage to a beautiful woman, two wonderful sons, and all the trappings of the American Dream: a big house, a good job, a seemingly perfect life. Then he runs into the Stranger. When he learns a devastating secret about his wife, Corinne, he confronts her, and the mirage of perfection disappears as if it never existed at all.

When a high level Russian hacker gets his hands on an older bomb from the USSR's Cold War arsenal, Dewey Andreas, a former Delta working as an agent for the CIA who is still reeling from the death of his fiancé, is America's last hope in putting a stop to this bomb that has the power to devastate a major city.

My name is Nicky Frank. Except, most likely, it isn't. Nicole Frank shouldn't have been able to survive the car accident, much less crawl up the steep ravine. Not in the dark, not in the rain, not with her injuries. But one thought allows her to defy the odds and flag down help: Vero. I'm looking for a little girl. I have to save her. Except, most likely, she doesn't exist.

On June 28, 1980, Kelly Michelle Lund shoots and kills Oscar-nominated director John McFadden at a party in his home. Instantly she becomes a media sensation. For years, speculation swirls over the seventeen-year-old's motives. Convicted of the murder, she loses her youth and her freedom but keeps her secrets to herself.

Learning that a man on death row who is days away from being executed may be innocent, Jack Swyteck races against time to discover the truth about the victim, the accused and the victim's parents.

The year is 2008 and Samantha Kofer's career at a huge Wall Street law firm is on the fast track, until the recession hits and she is downsized, furloughed, and escorted out of the building. Samantha, though, is offered an opportunity to work at a legal aid clinic for one year without pay, all for a slim chance of getting rehired. In a matter of days Samantha moves from Manhattan to Brady, Virginia, population 2,200, in the heart of Appalachia, a part of the world she has only read about. Samantha's new job takes her into the murky and dangerous world of coal mining, where laws are often broken, communities are divided, and the land itself is under attack. But some of the locals aren't so thrilled to have a big-city lawyer in town, and within weeks Samantha is engulfed in litigation that turns deadly.
evidence to put her captors behind bars for a very long time. She has enough unfinished business to attend to. She has enough evidence to put her captors behind bars for a very long time.

SUS The last child
Hart, John

After his twin sister Alyssa disappears, thirteen-year-old Johnny Merrimon is determined to find her. When a second girl disappears from his rural North Carolina town, Johnny makes a discovery that sends shock waves through the community in this multi-layered tale of broken families and deadly secrets.

SUS Taken
Henderson, Dee

LARGE PRINT. Abducted at the age of sixteen and coerced into assisting the Jacoby crime family, Shannon Bliss has finally found a way out. She desperately wants to resume some semblance of normal life, but she also knows she has some unfinished business to attend to. She has enough evidence to put her captors behind bars for a very long time.

SUS Revenge
Jackson, Lisa

While trying to find the truth surrounding his father's fatal car crash, eldest son Max, discovering just how truly manipulative his father was, is confronted by a confession that changes his life and must save the beautiful Casey McKee from an enemy who hates his family enough to destroy them.

SUS Breakdown
Kellerman, Jonathan

LARGE PRINT. Psychologist Dr. Alex Delaware meets beautiful and emotionally fragile TV actress Zelda Chase when called upon to evaluate her five-year-old son, Ovid. Years later, Alex is unexpectedly reunited with Zelda when she is involuntarily committed after a bizarre psychotic episode. Shortly after Zelda's release, an already sad situation turns tragic when she is discovered dead on the grounds of a palatial Bel Air estate.

SUS Finders keepers
King, Stephen

John Rothstein, an iconic author who created a famous character, Jimmy Gold, but who hasn't published a book for decades. Morris Bellamy is livid, not just because Rothstein has stopped providing books, but because the nonconformist Jimmy Gold has sold out for a career in advertising. Morris kills Rothstein and empties his safe of cash, yes, but the real treasure is a trove of notebooks containing at least one more Gold novel. Morris hides the money and the notebooks, and then he is locked away for another crime. Decades later, a boy named Pete Saubers finds the treasure.

SUS Finders keepers
King, Stephen

LARGE PRINT. The genius is John Rothstein, an iconic author who created a famous character, Jimmy Gold, but who hasn't published a book for decades. Morris Bellamy is livid, not just because Rothstein has stopped providing books, but because the nonconformist Jimmy Gold has sold out for a career in advertising. Morris kills Rothstein and empties his safe of cash, yes, but the real treasure is a trove of notebooks containing at least one more Gold novel. Morris hides the money and the notebooks, and then he is locked away for another crime. Decades later, a boy named Pete Saubers finds the treasure.

SUS Mr. Mercedes
King, Stephen

LARGE PRINT. Months after a crazed hit-and-run driver kills several attendees at a Midwestern job fair, a depressed retired cop and two unlikely allies join forces to find and stop the killer, who has sent a letter threatening another attack.

SUS The good spy
Layton, Jeffrey

After escaping a Russian military spy sub near the U.S.-Canada border and reaching the shore undetected, Yuri Kirov, a seasoned security officer, must convince software engineer Laura Newman that the fate of the world depends on her helping him in a deadly game where one move could trigger unthinkable devastation.

SUS Violent crimes
Margolin, Phillip

LARGE PRINT. Dale Masterson, a wealthy lawyer who has become successful representing the interests of oil and coal companies, has enemies including his own son, Brandon, an eco-warrior who hates everything his father stands for. When Dale is brutally murdered in his lavish home, Brandon confesses to the crime, and veteran attorney Amanda Jaffe is hired to represent him.

SUS Annabel Lee
Nappa, Mike

On a farm fourteen miles east of Peachtree, Alabama, a secret is hidden, a secret named Annabel Lee. Her uncle's last words before he hid her away, "Don't open that door for anybody, you got it? Not even me."

SUS Midnight sun
Nesbo, Jo

LARGE PRINT. Blood on Snow Jon is on the run. He has betrayed Oslo's biggest crime lord: The Fisherman. Fleeing to an isolated corner of Norway, to a mountain town so far north that the sun never sets, Jon hopes to find sanctuary amongst a local religious sect. Hiding out in a shepherd's cabin in the wilderness, all that stands between him and his fate are Lea, a bereaved mother, and her son, Knut.
SUS  Resistant
Palmer, Michael BK-0688
Dr. Lou Welcome never could have imagined what a sports injury would mean for his best friend, Cap Duncan. Surgeons manage to save Cap's shattered leg, but the open wound is the perfect breeding ground for a deadly microbial invader committed to eating Cap alive from the inside out. Meanwhile, hundreds of miles away, a teen-aged girl is fighting for her life against the same microbe.

SUS  Trauma
Palmer, Michael BK-0687
Dr. Carrie Bryant is a much-admired neurosurgical resident at an esteemed Boston hospital. When the relentless pace of her residency leads to a life-shattering error, Carrie loses her confidence, and decides to quit her residency and move back home. Her new life's purpose: to help her combat-vet brother, Adam, recover from a crippling case of post-traumatic stress disorder.

SUS  14th deadly sin
Patterson, James BK-0668
With a beautiful baby daughter and a devoted husband, Detective Lindsay Boxer can safely say that her life has never been better. In fact (for a change), things seem to be going well for all the members of the Women's Murder Club as they gather to celebrate San Francisco Medical Examiner Claire Washburn's birthday. But the party is cut short when Lindsay is called to a gruesome crime scene, where a woman has been murdered in broad daylight.

SUS  Burn
Patterson, James BK-0682
Back home in New York, Detective Michael Bennett investigates a burnt body left where a strange party had been held in a condemned building.

SUS  NYPD red 2
Patterson, James BK-0679
When NYPD Red arrives at a crime scene, everyone takes notice. Known as the protectors of the rich, famous, and connected, NYPD Red is the elite task force called in only for New York City's most high-profile crimes. And Detective Zach Jordan is the best of the best, a brilliant and relentless pursuer of justice. He puts professionalism above all, ignoring his feelings for his partner, Detective Kylie MacDonald, the woman who broke his heart when they first met in the academy.

SUS  Private India
Patterson, James BK-0680
When Jack Morgan opens the Mumbai branch of Private, the world's most elite detective agency, he hands the reins to top agent Santosh Wagh. Now, in this teeming metropolis of over thirteen million people where the guilty have everywhere to hide, Santosh goes on the hunt for one elusive killer. A killer who is targeting seemingly unconnected women and placing strange objects at their death scenes in a series of chilling rituals.

SUS  Private Vegas
Patterson, James BK-0681
Private Jack Morgan spends most of his time in Los Angeles, where his top investigation firm has its headquarters. But a hunt for two criminals leads him to the city of sin, and to a murder ring that is more seductively threatening than anything he's witness before.

SUS  Dark homecoming
Patterson, William BK-0670
When she marries David, the scion of one of Palm Beach's wealthiest families, Liz Huntington is plagued by the ghost of David's first wife, Dominique, and discovers that behind Huntington House's stately facade lies an unimaginable secret and a love turned twisted, unnatural obsession.

SUS  Alone in the dark
Rose, Karen BK-0669
After the murder of a young girl sends her over the edge, Homicide Detective Scarlett Bishop teams up with former Army Ranger Marcus O'Bannion a champion of victims' rights, to take down a powerful underground ring that deals in human trafficking.

SUS  Every fifteen minutes
Scottoline, Lisa LP-4780
LARGE PRINT. Recently Dr. Eric Parrish, the Chief of the Psychiatric Unit, separated from his wife Alice, he is doing his best as a single Dad to his seven-year-old daughter Hannah. His unit at the hospital has just been named number two in the country and Eric has a devoted staff of doctors and nurses who are as caring as Eric is. But when he takes on a new patient, Eric's entire world begins to crumble.

SUS  The good liar
Searle, Nicholas LP-4766
LARGE PRINT. Veteran con artist Roy spots an obvious easy mark when he meets Betty, a wealthy widow, online. In no time at all, he's moved into Betty's lovely cottage and is preparing to accompany her on a romantic trip to Europe. Betty's grandson disapproves of their blossoming relationship, but Roy is sure this scheme will be a success. He knows what he's doing. As this remarkable feat of storytelling weaves together Roy's and Betty's futures, it also unwinds their pasts.

SUS  The visitor
Stevens, Amanda BK-0749
Known as the Graveyard Queen, cemetery restorer Amelia Gray is summoned to Kroll Cemetery by both the living and the dead where she must decipher the riddles of those long gone to release the tormented souls trapped within its walls and catch an unlikely killer.
A Time of Change
Thurlo, Aimée

A Time of Change is a perfect example of the Thurlos’ ability to combine passion with tension as they introduce readers to Josephine Buck and other employees at a New Mexico trading post. When The Outpost's owner dies, Josephine is shocked to discover that Tom Stuart, whom she thought of as a surrogate father, has left her the business.

Fractured
Watterson, Kate

Detective Ellie Macintosh investigates what she believes is the work of a serial killer, while her partner, Jason Santiago, wrestles with making a non-platonic move on her.

Hot pursuit
Woods, Stuart

It's not often that Stone Barrington finds a woman as accustomed to the jet-set lifestyle as he, so he's pleasantly surprised when he meets a gorgeous pilot who's soon moving to New York, and available for closer acquaintance. Their travels together lead them from Wichita to Europe, but trailing them is some unwanted baggage his new lady love's unstable, criminal ex-boyfriend. And while Stone is fending off his newest adversary, trouble is brewing on the international stage.

Naked greed
Woods, Stuart

Stone Barrington isn't one to turn away in the face of danger, so when he witnesses a tricky situation underway, he jumps in to lend a hand. He never expected, though, that this favor would lead to a mutually beneficial business deal with a prominent gentleman who requires the ever-discreet services of Woodman & Weld. But in the ruthless corporate world no good deed goes unpunished, and Stone soon finds himself the target of a ragtag group of criminal toughs who don't appreciate his interference in their dealings.

By the way...: a guide to New Mexico's 25 scenic byways
Frantz, Laurie Evans

This handy and appealing book provides a guide for those who want to explore New Mexico's officially designated Scenic Byways and their off-the-beaten-track destinations. Packed with helpful driving directions and useful tidbits, By the Way will also be cherished by armchair travelers who want to learn more about the Land of Enchantment.

King of the road
King, Lesley S.

In these essays compiled from the New Mexico Magazine travel column of the same title, King introduces readers to the fascinating people and back roads of the Land of Enchantment.

Return to Red River
Boggs, Johnny D.

When he is left for dead during a cattle drive from Texas to Dodge City, close to where his father was buried by the Red River, Matthew Garth gets back up to finish the drive, and to fight his worst enemies.

Once more into the breech
Brandvold, Peter

When Doctor Clyde Evans is kidnapped from his home in the middle of the night to tend a wounded outlaw, Sheriff Ben Stillman's problems are only just beginning. Stillman tracks the doctor to a remote cabin deep in the Two Bear Mountains. He springs the doctor, shoots the outlaws, and confiscates the bank loot. He also arrests a beautiful young outlaw, Hettie Styles, who promptly puts a bounty on Stillman's head.

Wanted
Colt, Paul

This book introduces the Great Western Detective League and a colorful cast of law enforcement professionals operating across the west in the late eighteen hundreds. Sam Bass launches his outlaw career in 1877 with high stakes stage and train robberies. Wells Fargo and Union Pacific want Bass and his gang. Crafty bounty hunter Briscoe Cane takes the case for the league.

Montana Red
Cotton, Ralph W.

Arizona Ranger Sam Burrack is a man of courage with a lightning-quick draw. His goal is swift justice, and his aim is as sure as death. With a .58 caliber rifle behind his saddle and a list of outlaws next to his heart, he tracks his prey relentlessly, alone, and to the bitter end. No one under the badlands sun would put the Ranger’s skills to the test like Montana Red Hollis, a man more brutal than any beast and more cunning than any desperado the Ranger has ever hunted.
The long high noon and the adventures of Johnny Vermillion
Estleman, Loren D. BK-0553
In "The Long High Noon," cowboys Randy Locke and Frank Farmer, who have spent years trying to kill one another, decide to take their final duel public and sell tickets to an event where the winner takes all, and in "The Adventures of Johnny Vermillion," a Pinkerton detective must set a clever trap for an acting troupe that is robbing banks.

Ralph Compton: straight to the noose
Galloway, Marcus LP-4725 LARGE PRINT. When he loses at the tables on the Delta Jack riverboat, professional gambler Abner Mason has one night to raise all the funds to pay off his debt to the most powerful man on the ship, if only he can stay alive long enough to do so.

Bone digger
Hirt, Douglas LP-4722 LARGE PRINT. Paleontology is a brand new science in 1877 and when Samuel Cobsworth a paleontologist from back east discovers the cache of bones from this long-dead Jurassic monster he considers them a priceless treasure trove. C. L. McSween and his daughter Libby, whose land these bones are buried in, don't see it that way. They're concerned only about ensuring their cattle's survival during the next drought. On top of that McSween is a superstitious ex-mountain man. He considers the bone digger a grave robber and wants him off his ranch!

Waning Moon
Jim Jones LP-4774 LARGE PRINT. Jared Delaney faces off against the arrogant and malicious Bill Chapman and his hired killer.

Better off dead
Johnstone, William W. BK-0672
When a Mexican-born teenager goes missing in the infamous Abaddon Cannon Foundry, Shawn O'Brien, at the behest of the boy's sister, rides to Big Buck, Texas, to find him and what he discovers sparks a violent, bloody battle with the greatest evil the West has ever known.

Matt Jensen the last mountain man: the great train massacre
Johnstone, William W. BK-0589
Hired by the richest man in San Francisco to escort him and his beautiful daughter on a railway journey from San Francisco to Chicago, Matt Jensen soon discovers that this is no ordinary protection job as he faces down the deadliest killers alive in order to collect his $5000.

Rimfire
Johnstone, William W. BK-0792
Even though they want payback from con artists Haggerty and Ling, a beautiful Chinese slave girl, the long-lost nephews of Smoke Jensen, Ace and Chance, fight alongside them when a hard case arrives with a grudge and a couple of hired killers who are gunning for them all.

Shawn O'Brien, town tamer
Johnstone, William W. LP-4777 LARGE PRINT. Unlike his brothers Jacob, Sam and Patrick, Shawn O'Brien isn't content to settle down on the family ranch in New Mexico territory. With his razor-sharp eye, lightning-fast draw, and burning thirst for justice, Shawn is carving out a reputation of his own. As a town tamer he takes the most dangerous, lawless towns in the West and makes them safe for decent men, women, and children.

Sixkiller, U.S. Marshal
Johnstone, William W. BK-0593
Legendary lawman John Henry Sixkiller must take on the most notorious outlaws the west has ever seen.

Ten guns from Texas
Johnstone, William W. BK-0751
When Duff MacCallister and his partner, Elmer, agree to rescue the Texas governor's daughter from a gang of fence cutters called the Blue Devils, they must team up with three outlaws that they don't completely trust.

The Kerrigans: a Texas dynasty
Johnstone, William W. LP-4723 LARGE PRINT. A new saga introduces the Kerrigans, a rough-and-tumble clan of pioneers making their own way across darkest America led by a woman as ferocious as the Texas sun. A strong, beautiful mother of five, Kate Kerrigan has made do since losing her husband in the bloody Battle of Shiloh. Now, two years after the Civil War, there's nothing left for them in Tennessee but poverty and bad memories. So Kate decides a better life awaits them in far-off West Texas. Thus begins a 1000-mile trek through some of the harshest and most dangerous territory on the frontier.

Will Tanner: U.S. Deputy Marshal
Johnstone, William W. BK-0563
After saving the life of legendary U.S. Deputy Marshal Dove, Will Tanner, after spending most of his young life driving cattle from Texas to Nevada, finds himself with a new job, a badge and enough grit to make him famous in his own right on the American frontier.
Three years have passed since Jared Delaney faced down the vicious Morgan O’Bannon under the light of the rustler's moon, thwarting the corrupt Santa Fe Ring. He manages the Kilpatrick ranch north of Cimarron. Embarking on a cattle drive to Colorado to secure the future of the ranch, he faces monumental challenges; stampedes, rustlers, blizzards and threatening Indians. While Jared is gone, Sheriff Nathan Averill discovers another sinister plot by the Santa Fe Ring as they send three homicidal killers to Cimarron.

Virgil Cole and Everett Hitch navigate numerous charges in the form of an ominous storm, a traveling theater group, dangers at a bridge construction site, a sheriff's disappearance and a scheming band of night riders.

When his grandson Henry-Ellis comes for a visit during the holidays, legendary Texas ranger, and the last of the great American cowboys, Charley Sunday, with the help of Henry-Ellis, must protect his land from a scheming pair of swindlers and the town from a vicious gang called the New Comancheros to restore peace and good will among men.

Charley Sunday, four leathery cowboys, one insightful Indian, two strong-willed women, a two-gun oddball, a dog and Charley's only grandson make an unlikely team as they concoct a thousand-mile longhorn cattle drive from Colorado to Texas.

Big for his age, young and impressionable drifter Charlie Chilton is taken in by the gruff leader of a gang of small-time crooks and ne'er do wells who sees something of himself in kindly, wayward Charlie. But Grady Haskell, ambitious ruffian with a shady past, soon joins the gang, convincing Charlie's friends to pursue a big score. Charlie fails to thwart the crime and the heist turns bloody. As the only gang member caught alive, Big Charlie will soon swing for the crimes.

When a stage coach is robbed of a fortune in gold, the Byrnes boys, members of the legendary Byrnes family who take on outlaws too deadly and powerful for the law, set off through the wilderness to find the culprits, facing a dangerous mystery of gold and death that could bring about their demise.
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1. **Please put your name or ID#** on the white order sheets when sending them back to us with your books. These sheets can get mixed up with other orders when we are emptying bags and if there is no name, it is hard to match up the order with the books. If there is a name on it, you are sure to get your order.

2. If you have several mailing bags with only a few books in each coming back to us, you can put all books and any extra bags into the bigger bag and mail to us. This will save on postage.

3. **Please do not send empty mailing bags** through the mail as each one is a minimum charge of $2.87 per bag. This will also save on postage. If you just have a slip of paper with your order in the bag, we suggest calling us toll free or email us to place your order.

**Please note: You must be logged in to send your cart ONLINE.** If you do not have your login information, please contact us to obtain your information.

If you would rather not receive the printed catalog, but want it by email as a PDF attachment or would rather access it online, please call us toll free at 1-800-395-9144 and let us know, so we can update our records. Thank you for using Books by Mail and Happy Reading!!!
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